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Chapter 1

Introduction

*Weak passwords are a fact of life*—Bellovin and Merrit.

Password-based authentication is the dominant mechanism for verifying the identity of computer users, even though it is well known that people frequently choose passwords that are vulnerable to dictionary attacks. This dissertation addresses the issue of improving the security of password-based authentication and presents authentication techniques that are more secure than traditional approaches against password guessing attacks.

The motivation for addressing the security and shortcomings of traditional password-based authentication is that users tend to choose passwords that are easy to remember, which in the case of textual passwords usually implies that they are easy to obtain by searching through a carefully formed “dictionary” of candidate passwords. For example, in one case study of over 14,000 **UNIX** passwords, almost 25% of the passwords were found by searching for words in a dictionary of only $3 \times 10^6$ words [45]. This relatively high success rate is not unusual despite
the fact that there are roughly $2 \times 10^{14}$ 8-character passwords consisting of digits and upper and lower case letters alone.

1.1 Difficulty of User Authentication

The fact that people choose passwords that are susceptible to dictionary attacks has significant impact on the design of secure authentication schemes. In traditional authentication schemes a password is a string of characters (usually of length six or more) that a user, say Alice, is capable of committing to memory. When Alice logs into a host, demonstration of knowledge of the secret (i.e., the password) shared between Alice and the host, is accepted as proof of Alice’s identity. In the classic UNIX method for authentication, the host validates an image of the password under a one-way function so that the password itself is never presented in the clear. Such authentication schemes that rely on time-invariant passwords are commonly referred to as providing weak (user) authentication.

Over the past 20 years the security of time-invariant passwords for authentication has been examined by numerous researchers, notably [63, 45, 25, 82, 90]. Without exception, these studies reiterate the fact that left to their own accord, people choose passwords that are easy to find by automated search. The basic attacks that authentication protocols need to guard against are therefore:

- Password guessing attack. Here, the attacker, Mallot, is assumed to have access to a dictionary containing some permutation of common choices of passwords. There are primarily two ways in which Mallot can use the dictionary:
**On-line attack.** Mallot repeatedly picks a password from the dictionary and tries to use it in order to impersonate a legitimate user. If the impersonation fails, the password is eliminated from the dictionary and Mallot tries again.

**Off-line attack.** Mallot records past communication or captures all information related to authentication (for example, gets hold of `/etc/password` on UNIX), and searches through the dictionary for a password which is consistent with the captured information.

- Man-in-the-middle attack. Mallot is an active participant in the protocol and can intercept and insert messages of his own.

- Replay attack. Mallot records messages and resends them at a later time.

In practice, the threat of on-line attacks can be reduced by limiting the number of failed logins that a user is allowed to have within a predetermined time window. Off-line guessing attacks, on the other hand, have been surprisingly effective (see [63, 45, 25, 82, 90]).

To thwart dictionary attacks, it is now common practice for system administrators to invoke reactive password checkers [73, 64] on an existing collection of user chosen passwords to identify weak password choices, or to use proactive checkers [8, 81] to filter out certain classes of poorly chosen passwords when the user inputs her password for the first time. Password checkers successfully increase the uncertainty (that is, the entropy rather than simply the length) of users’ passwords, thus making them move beyond the reach of dictionary and exhaustive search attacks, but the resulting passwords are not necessarily easy for users to
remember.

Password guessing attacks are still likely to succeed when conducted on a large collection of passwords, even if proactive and reactive checkers are being used. An approach to increasing further the work factor for off-line guessing attacks is to append an $n$-bit random number (called the *salt*) to a user’s password and then to “encrypt” the concatenated string using a one-way hash function. Both the encrypted string and the salt are stored in a password table on the authentication server. When a user tries to authenticate and enters her password, the salt is retrieved from the password table, prepended to the password, and the concatenated string encrypted. The result is compared to that stored in the password table, and authentication succeeds if they match. The difficulty of exhaustive search on any particular user’s password is unchanged by salting since the salt is given in clear-text in the password file. However salting increases the complexity of a dictionary attack against a large set of passwords simultaneously, by requiring any precomputed dictionary of hashed passwords to contain $2^n$ variations of each trial password. This imposes more time for the preparation, and larger memory requirements for the storage of the precomputed dictionary. Salting also ensures that users with the same textual password will have different encrypted entries in the password table.

The problem with password salting is that the hashed passwords are vulnerable to attack when the adversary captures all information relevant to login (for example, if the attacker obtains `/etc/password` on UNIX systems which includes the salt values). One way of eliminating this vulnerability is not to store the salt, but instead to have the login program exhaustively search for it [56]. During a
login sequence the user inputs the password and the system searches for the $n$-bit random addition by trying all possible values for the salt. This variation increases the search space for the attacker by a factor of $2^n$ even if he captures all the stored information related to password authentication. Unfortunately, this results in a significant additional computational overhead on each login if $n$ is large, and hence a longer login response time for the user.

The security of user-chosen passwords can be improved by allowing users to type in a phrase or sentence, called a pass-phrase, rather than a standard password. The use of pass-phrases allows for greater entropy without imposing too much burden on users’ memory capacity. The intuition is that users can remember phrases more easily than random character sequences, and therefore, users should pick pass-phrases from a more uniform distribution. The pass-phrases are hashed down to fixed sized values and used as before. If the pass-phrase is long enough, the resulting hashed value will be random, but exactly what long enough means is open to interpretation. An additional drawback is that it can be difficult to type an entire pass-phrase during the login sequence with the echo turned off [77].

1.2 Our Work

In the general setting addressed in this dissertation, off-line guessing attacks are the major concern. Since the schemes put forth in this dissertation focus on user authentication via local login devices, our techniques, by design, are not resistant against replay and man-in-the-middle attacks. However, as shown later, our schemes can be combined in natural ways with existing strong authentication and
key exchange protocols [9, 10, 31, 41, 53, 89] that defend against these attacks.

1.2.1 Keystroke Dynamics

The first approach that we propose for improving the security of standard password-based authentication directly addresses the problem of the additional computational overhead associated with salting techniques as the salt gets large, for example greater than 12 bits (i.e., the current size of the salt used in the conventional UNIX authentication). We propose a technique for strengthening the security of a textual password by augmenting it with biometric information. Biometric information such as the duration and latency of the keystrokes used during entry of the password is used to strengthen the password. Thereby, both the password and the user’s typing pattern are used to corroborate the identity of the user. Intuitively, the technique presented can be used to improve salting by determining some or all of the salt bits using the user’s keystroke features. In this way, some of the computational burden can be lifted from the login machine, or alternatively the size of the salt can be enlarged for greater security. Furthermore, our approach is complementary to the use of pass-phrases.

Specifically, the technique presented generates a strengthened password based on both the characters typed and the way the user types her password. This is done not by concatenating the password with bits generated from the user’s features, but by using the password to decrypt a table of information. The user’s keystroke features are then used to index into the table to select information from which the strengthened password is computed. The strengthened password can then be verified for login purposes by attempting to decrypt a file containing recognizable
plaintext. Login succeeds if and only if the decryption is successful. Our technique imposes a multiplicative work factor on an attacker conducting an off-line dictionary attack, because upon decrypting the table with a guessed password, the attacker cannot immediately determine if the guessed password was correct. Instead, the attacker must sample elements of the table and generate corresponding strengthened passwords until he either finds the correct one or determines that the guessed password was incorrect. The work factor for an off-line attacker therefore grows with the number of keystroke features that the user reliably repeats. Moreover, an on-line attacker will fail to log if he cannot mimic the legitimate user’s keystroke typing patterns.

The motivation for using keystroke features to strengthen password-based authentication comes from numerous research efforts that validate the hypothesis that certain keystroke features are highly repeatable and that significant variation exist between users [26, 86, 48, 49, 4, 43]. These studies, as well as our own (presented in Chapter 4), confirm that keystroke features are an effective means to distinguish users. This dissertation, however, is the first work that uses keystroke features to generate a repeatable key for use in authentication.

We argue that the use of features of a user’s normal typing rhythm to improve password-based authentication is a natural choice for computer security. This argument stems from observations that similar neuro-physiological factors that make hand written signatures unique are exhibited in a user’s typing pattern [86, 28, 59]. When a person types, the time intervals between successive keystrokes, the length of time that keystrokes are held down, and the applied pressure on the keys can be used to construct a unique “signature” for that individual. For well-known,
regularly typed strings, such signatures have been shown to be consistent. Furthermore, recognition based on typing rhythm is not intrusive, making it applicable to computer access security as users will be typing at the keyboard anyway.

**Challenges**

The first and foremost challenge is to validate whether keystroke features can reliably be used for identification purposes across a diverse set of users. Prior work in this area [26, 86, 48, 49, 4, 43] has been conducted on relatively small sample sets and validating their results on a larger sample set taken from users of varying ages, nationalities and backgrounds is important. Moreover, much of the work on keystroke verification uses the key down-to-down time as the base unit of measure, but this measure may be further delineated into two components—the total time for which the first key is depressed (keystroke duration), and the time between the release of a key and the depression of the next one (keystroke latency). An analysis of these two components, with regard to the variation across the population, is important.

Given a set of features that a user reliably repeats (with some small degree of variation), the challenge remains to generate the correct strengthened password. At the same time, the attacker who captures system information used to generate or verify strengthened passwords should be unable to determine which features are relevant to generating a user's strengthened password, since revealing this information could reveal information about the characters related to that password feature. For example, suppose the attacker learns that the time between the first and second keystrokes is a feature that is reliably repeated by the user and thus
is used in the authentication process. This may reveal information about the first and second characters of the password, since the layout of the keyboard makes some character pairs more amenable to reliable latency repetitions than others.

An important class of attack that must therefore be protected against is the adversary who captures all the information stored related to authentication, and then uses this information in an off-line effort to find the strengthened password or the correct string of characters of the password field as entered by the user. A basic requirement is that any such attack be at least as difficult as exhaustively searching for the password in a traditional UNIX setting where the attacker has a copy of /etc/passwd. In particular, if Alice’s password is difficult for an attacker to find using a dictionary attack, then the strengthened password must be at least as secure. A more ambitious challenge is to increase by a considerable amount the work that the attacker must undertake, even if Alice chooses her password poorly, i.e., in a way that is susceptible to a dictionary attack.

As mentioned earlier, our scheme offers additional security against an on-line attacker who, for example, learns Alice’s password (e.g., by observing her type it) and attempts to login to her account. Unless the attacker can type like Alice, the attacker will fail. However, this implies that if Alice types her password abnormally, her login will also fail. Therefore, it is important to analyze empirically not only the security of our scheme, but also the ability of legitimate users to reliably log in to their own accounts.


Contributions

Keystroke dynamics and password strengthening  We present a set of template-based models for evaluating the thesis that users exhibit individualistic patterns in their typing behavior. Moreover, we present empirical results based on a diverse group of users that validate some of the prior work in this area, but that also point out some of the inherent limitations with using a behavioral trait (rather than an anatomical characteristic such as a fingerprint) as a sign of identity. We examine the more crucial of these limitations and discuss the ramifications for computer security.

Noting one of the more severe limitations of using keystroke dynamics as a method of authentication, that different keyboards may change a users’ typing pattern significantly, we present a technique for improving the security of textual password-based authentication which performs well when restricted to logins using the same keyboard (for example, login to a laptop). The technique is significantly more secure against attacks than conventional password-based authentication. Moreover, our technique does not reveal which of a user’s keystroke features are used to generate the corresponding strengthened password, and is the first to offer stronger security against both on-line and off-line attacks. Furthermore, the technique is unintrusive and works with off-the-shelf keyboards.

The scheme presented is initially as secure as a normal password scheme. Over time it adapts to the user’s typing patterns, gradually strengthening the password with biometric information. Moreover, while fully able to adapt to gradual changes in a user’s typing pattern, our scheme can be used to generate the same strength-
ened password indefinitely. In this regard, our scheme is the first to generate a repeatable secret based on a password and its keystroke dynamics that is stronger than the password itself, and that can be used in applications other than login (for example, file encryption).

A major contribution of this dissertation is in analyzing the security of our technique relative to conventional approaches. Through empirical analysis of user keystroke data, we show that our scheme improves upon the security of conventional passwords. Specifically, we show that finding a user’s normal password is not made easier in our scheme than it is in a typical environment where login access is determined by testing the hash of the password against a previously stored hash value. More importantly, we show that the cost to an attacker of finding the strengthened password is generally greater, by a significant multiplicative factor, than that of finding the original password in a conventional scheme. An additional contribution is the empirical analysis of a user’s ability to log in reliably to her own account when our scheme is used for authentication.

1.2.2 Graphical Passwords

Given the known limitations of (textual) passwords for authentication, it is only prudent to seek new directions in user authentication. The second approach presented here provides one such direction. We propose methods for achieving better security than conventional password schemes by exploiting the input features available with graphical devices such as Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs). Specifically, we propose and evaluate graphical passwords, which serve the same purpose as textual passwords, but consist of handwritten drawings, possibly in addition to
text. Graphical passwords derive their strength from the fact that graphical input
device allow one to decouple the positions of the inputs from the temporal order in
which those inputs occur. We use this independence to build new password-based
authentication schemes that are convincingly stronger than conventional methods.

The most compelling reason for exploring the use of a picture-based password
scheme is that human beings seem to possess a remarkable ability for recalling line
drawings and real objects. The picture effect, that is, the superiority of pictorial
and object representations on a variety of measures of learning and memory has
been studied for decades [16, 80, 69, 83, 14]. Cognitive scientists and psychologists
have shown that there is a substantial improvement of performance in recall and
recognition with pictorial representations of to-be-remembered material than for
abstract and concrete words. Numerous studies exhibiting strikingly high differ-
ences in memory recall of pictures over words can be found in the research literature
(see for example [80, 83, 67, 13]). In this dissertation we explore an approach to
user authentication that generalizes the notion of a textual password and that, in
many cases, improves the security of user authentication over that provided by
textual passwords. Furthermore our biometric technique for strengthening the se-
curity of textual password-based authentication can be combined in natural ways
with password checkers and salting to improve the security of graphical passwords
as well.

Challenges

The main challenge in developing graphical password schemes is to evaluate their
security relative to that of textual password-based alternatives. An obvious ap-
approach is to calculate the information content of the graphical password space as the entropy of the probability distribution over that space, and compare that to the entropy of the textual password space. However, given that the distribution of graphical password choices is not known (since this is a new scheme), that approach is not possible. Hence, a challenge remains in modeling sets of memorable graphical passwords, and showing that these sets, or some subset of them, have cardinality greater than the dictionary of textual passwords from which users typically choose.

We argue that due to the dependence of the security of a scheme on the passwords that users choose in practice, a new password scheme can not be proven better than an old scheme, since there is no a priori knowledge of the distribution of passwords that will be chosen by users under the new scheme. Performing trials on users in order to learn the distribution of password choices for a new scheme is impractical for such large sample spaces. In the case of textual passwords, learning the knowledge that attackers routinely use would correspond to trying to learn the English dictionary given no prior knowledge of the types of letter combinations used in English, by having subjects type in 8-character passwords—a feat which we argue is not feasible. In the absence of such objective proof, the challenge is in presenting plausible arguments for reasoning about the security of graphical password schemes relative to conventional textual-based password alternatives.

Furthermore, given the ease with which graphical devices such as PDAs can be captured, an important criterion is that the passwords themselves not be stored on the device. This restriction is important as it protects both the password and any encrypted content from an attacker if the graphical device is captured.
Contributions

We analyze the security of graphical passwords\(^1\) relative to that of textual passwords. To this end, we present two graphical password schemes that are more secure than textual passwords (and more secure than the scheme of [12]), and employ novel analysis techniques to make this argument.

The first graphical password scheme presented builds directly on textual password schemes, by enhancing the input of textual passwords using graphical techniques. In this case, if we assume the same underlying distribution of passwords in the old and new schemes, then the graphical password is at least as strong as the textual password scheme that underlies it, and even a conservative estimate of the variations introduced by the graphical input yields a substantial improvement in strength over the purely textual version.

We propose and implement a second scheme, called *Draw-a-Secret* (DAS), that is purely graphical: the user draws a secret design (the password) on a grid. To reason about improvements in security over textual passwords, we define a class of DAS passwords that, plausibly, are memorable for users. This class consists of those passwords that can be generated by a short program in a simple grid language. We do not argue that every memorable password has a short program to describe it, but that passwords described by short programs are memorable. We present the grammar for our language and show that even the set of memorable DAS passwords characterized by programs of small complexity has cardinality larger than the dictionaries of textual passwords to which a high percentage of

\(^1\)Graphical passwords were first introduced by Blonder [12] but we considerably advance the concept in both theory and practice.
textual passwords belong.

1.3 Dissertation Outline

In Chapter 2 we examine elementary concepts in user authentication. In Chapter 3 we review some of the fundamental work that supports the ideas put forth in this dissertation. We give an overview of biometrics and examine why some biometrics, like fingerprints, are better candidates for identity verification than others.

The idea of using features of a user’s typing rhythm to generate strengthened passwords came about as a direct result of preliminary work on building an authentication system using keystroke dynamics [61]. (Keystroke dynamics is the process of analyzing the way a user types at a terminal by monitoring the keyboard inputs thousands of times per second, and attempting to identify users based on habitual rhythmic patterns in the way they type.) In Chapter 4 we present empirical evidence which supports the use of keystroke dynamics for authentication in restricted environments, and examine some classification and identification strategies. We present our observations and findings and compare them with prior work in this area.

In Chapter 5 we present our technique for strengthening the security of textual passwords. The technique effectively hides information about which of a user’s features are relevant to authentication, even from an attacker who captures all system information related to authentication. Furthermore, an on-line attacker will be unable to log in as a legitimate user unless he can mimic that user’s typing pattern. We also show that the technique presented is viable in practice in the
sense that a user can still log into her own account reliably.

In Chapter 6 we present an alternative technique for user authentication based on the use of graphical passwords. We model sets of graphical passwords, and show that the resulting password spaces are convincingly more difficult to attack than conventional textual-based based approaches. In Chapter 7 we make closing remarks and discuss areas of future work.
Chapter 2

User Authentication

*People pick bad passwords, and either forget, write down, or resent good ones*—Bellovin and Merritt.

When a user attempts to logs into a host computer, how does the host know who the user is? How does the host know that is it not an attacker impersonating a legitimate user? Traditionally, authentication techniques that rely on the possession of a physical object, such as an identification card, or something the user shares with the host, such as a password, have been used to solve this problem.

Authentication is the process whereby one party, the *verifier*, is assured (through acquisition of corroborative evidence) of the identity of a second party, the *claimant*, involved in a protocol and that the claimant has actually participated in the protocol [60]. Throughout this dissertation the terms authentication and identification are used interchangeably. Typically, the verifier is presented with, or presumes beforehand, the purported identity of the claimant, for example, that the claimant is Alice, and the goal is to corroborate that the identity of
the claimant is indeed Alice. Either one or both parties may corroborate their identities to the other, providing unilaterial or mutual identification, respectively.

The main difficulty in designing secure password mechanisms arises from the fact that the space of passwords from which most users tend to choose is small and much easier to attack by guessing than, for example, random cryptographic keys. Guessing attacks are most effective when a large number of guesses can be made automatically and each guess verified to see whether the guess was correct. A standard way to address this issue is to use salting as described in Chapter 1. However, this approach can be computationally intensive for the login system if the size of the salt is large.

2.1 Challenge-Response Schemes

More effective solutions to the problems associated with time-invariant passwords are those that involve the use of challenge-response mechanisms. The basic idea of challenge-response protocols used for authentication is that the password is used to compute the value of a function on a random challenge selected by the authentication server. The challenge changes with each session. Thus freshness of each authenticated session can be accomplished by providing a response to a time-variant challenge, such as a random number, where the response depends on both the claimant’s secret and the challenge. For example, the verifier chooses a random element $n \in \mathbb{Z}^+$, encrypts it under the secret $S$ shared between the claimant and the verifier, and then expects the claimant to respond with $f(n)$ encrypted under $S$, for some agreed upon function $f()$. Authentication is deemed successful if the
claimant can correctly respond to the challenge.

Although challenge-response protocols provide freshness, they, unfortunately, leave the password open to password guessing attacks [33]. For example, Mallot can record an authentication session including the challenge from the authentication server and the corresponding response from Alice. Later, he tries a set of possible passwords on the challenge to see whether the same response is obtained. If so, then with high probability, Mallot has found Alice’s password.

One variant of challenge-response mechanisms is one-time passwords [46, 34]. As the name suggests, once a one-time passwords is used it is no longer valid. One-time passwords are generated by applying a secure hash function, $h$, multiple times to a user’s secret password. The secret, $s$, is never stored—instead, the first one-time password, $p_o = h^N(s)$, is stored on the authentication server. $N$ represents the maximum number of one-time passwords allocated to the user. The next one-time password in the series ($p_1$) is generated by executing the hash function $N-1$ times. In general, $p_i$ is calculated as $h^{N-i}(s)$. Verification of a user’s one-time password is accomplished by requesting $p_{k+1}$ (for the current value of $i$) from the user and checking that $p_i = h(h^{N-i-1}(s)) = h(p_{i+1})$ [34]. If this is the case, then the user is authenticated and the user’s entry in the password file is updated accordingly. Otherwise, the authentication is unsuccessful.

Notice that even in challenge-response protocols such as one-time passwords, user-chosen passwords are used as keys to cryptographic functions. The security of these functions under such a small space of keys is clearly questionable. If the one-time passwords are derived from a user-chosen password, the latter is still vulnerable to password guessing attacks. The techniques we present in Chapter
5 strengthen the security of the derived cryptographic keys. Moreover, one-time password schemes are relevant primarily for network settings, to defend against the threat of a network eavesdropper capturing password information in transit between the user and a secure authentication server. Again, in the setting we consider in this dissertation, the concern is the capture and analysis of all stored information relevant to authentication. In this regard, the one-time password schemes of which we are aware offer no benefit against this type of attack over traditional passwords schemes.

2.2 Using Encryption for Authentication

Variants of challenge-response protocols are also used to provide mutual authentication. Typically they provide mutual authentication based on symmetric encryption (and involve the use of an online trusted party, for example [68, 66]), on public-key techniques [22, 66], or some combination of the two (see for example [9, 10, 31, 41, 53, 89]).

To our knowledge, the first work to propose the use of public-key techniques in conjunction with passwords for authentication was [30]. The authors suggested that by providing the authentication server with a private/public-key pair, one could protect user-chosen passwords against attacks by using public-key encryption. From this foundation, numerous techniques for frustrating guessing attacks have since been proposed. The basic principle to which these protocols adhere is that all data available to the attacker is made unpredictable enough to prevent off-line verification of whether a guess is successful or not; the only way that a
guess can be verified involves interaction with some part of the system that is in a position to react to an excessive number of invalid login attempts.

Other influential work that proposed novel combinations of symmetric and asymmetric encryption is that of [9], in which they proposed the counter-intuitive use of a secret key (the user’s password) to encrypt a randomly generated public-key, which is subsequently used to exchange secret information such as session keys. Their work resulted in numerous spinoffs [10, 41, 53, 89] protecting against different classes of attacks, the more complex of which have the desired properties of Zero-Knowledge (ZK) proofs [29]; in ZK proofs, the claimant, say Alice, demonstrates knowledge of a secret to the verifier, Bob, while revealing no information whatsoever (beyond what Bob was able to deduce prior to the protocol run) that is of use to him in conveying this knowledge to others.

This dissertation differs in its basic goals from the work outlined above: the techniques presented expand the password space that an off-line attacker must explore, but allow the attacker to confirm when the correct password has been found. These other works do the opposite: they do not expand the password space, but rather try to prevent the attacker from confirming a correct guess. Furthermore, our work is the first to offer stronger security against both online and off-line attackers, and is also the first to generate a repeatable secret based on a password and its keystroke dynamics that is stronger than the password itself and that can be used in applications other than login. Our approaches thus have the benefit of being applicable in more settings and in some cases can be combined with these other techniques to provide the benefits of both. Moreover, in some of these other works, for reasons of user acceptability, encryption keys are derived
from a user-chosen password—there, our techniques may be combined in natural ways to improve overall system security.

Increasingly, attention is shifting to authentication techniques that encompass a third class of authentication—those that rely on characteristics of a person, for example, the way in which Alice signs her name. Security measures which rely on possession of a secret are inadequate because possession or knowledge may be compromised without discovery—the information or article may be extorted from its rightful owner. In the following section we review why biometrics have become so popular over the past few years, and examine why they make such ideal candidates for computer security.

2.3 Biometrics

Biometrics are the physical traits and behavioral characteristics that make each of us unique. They are a natural choice for identity verification because unlike keys or passwords, biometrics cannot be lost, stolen, or overheard, and in the absence of physical damage they offer a potentially foolproof way of determining a user’s identity.

Indispensable to all biometric technologies is that they recognize a living person and encompass both anatomical and behavioral characteristics. Biometric technologies can be defined as automated methods of verifying or recognizing the identity of a living person based on an anatomical or behavioral characteristic [59]. Anatomical (i.e., static) characteristics, such as fingerprints and retinal prints, are good candidates for verification because they are stable (i.e., unalterable without
causing trauma to the individual) and are unique across a large section of the population. Behavioral traits, on the other hand, have some anatomical basis, but also reflect a person’s psychological makeup. Unique behavioral characteristics such as the pitch and amplitude in our voice, the way we sign our names, and even the way we type, form the basis of non-static biometric systems.

Biometrics technologies are gaining popularity because when used in conjunction with traditional methods for authentication they provide an extra level of security. However, for the foreseeable future, biometric solutions will not eliminate the need for identification cards, passwords and Personal Identification Numbers (PINs). Rather, the use of biometric technologies will provide a significantly higher level of identification and accountability than passwords and cards alone, especially in situations where security is paramount.

Biometric schemes generally rely on aspects of the body and its behavior. Slight changes in behavior are inevitable when dealing with non-static biometrics since they are influenced by both controllable actions and unintentional psychological factors. Therefore, biometric technologies need to be robust and adaptive to change—online signature verification systems, for example, update the reference template of a user on each successful authentication to the login device to account for slight variations in the signature. The scheme presented in Chapter 5 initially is as secure as a conventional password scheme and then adapts to the user’s typing patterns over time, gradually strengthening the password with biometric information.

Some examples of biometrics being used for identification include hand geometry, thermal patterns in the face, blood vessel patterns in the retina and hand,
finger and voice prints, and handwritten signatures (see, for example, [17, 20, 40, 91, 23, 44, 72]). Today, a few devices based on these biometric techniques are commercially available, some of which are non-intrusive. For example, the commercially available Face Access Control by Elemental Shapes (FACES) [72] is a passive monitoring system that uses the infrared emissions produced from an individual’s face to uniquely identify her. The technology is inherently more accurate and more robust over varying lighting and environmental conditions than is the use of video images, but is more expensive.
Chapter 3

Preliminaries

3.1 Pattern Recognition

The biometric techniques presented in this dissertation, for the most part, rely on a fundamental concept—pattern recognition. Recognition is regarded as a basic attribute of human beings. Our ability to recognize people, even after being separated for some time, is remarkable. In this section we give a brief overview of the fundamental concepts related to pattern recognition.

The design of an automatic pattern recognition system involves *representation*, *extraction*, and *classification*. *Representation* of input data measures characteristics of the pattern or object to be recognized. When the measurements obtained yield information in the form of real numbers, it is often useful to think of a pattern vector as a point in an $n$-dimensional Euclidean space.

The *extraction* of characteristic features from the input data and the reduction of the dimensionality of the resulting pattern vectors is often referred to as the
preprocessing and feature extraction problem. For example, we may choose to use only a selected number of measurements from the input, either because these features are enough to identify the individual (such as the latency between certain character pairs in Alice’s password) or because the addition of extra features (applied pressure on the keyboard, for example) increases the computational complexity of the problem or yields no real benefit. The number of degrees of freedom of variation in the chosen index across the human population, their immutability over time and immunity to intervention, and the computational prospects for efficiently encoding and reliably recognizing the identifying pattern, must all be assessed during feature extraction.

Classification and identification involves the determination of optimum decision procedures. After the observed data from patterns to be recognized have been expressed in the form of measurement vectors in the pattern space, we want to decide to which pattern class these data belong [85, 24]. For example, given a number of user typing profiles, and an “unknown” reference template from a database of available users, we want to be able to identify the unknown individual with a specified level of certainty.

Biometric methods can never provide an absolutely certain identification because analysis of personal features has a natural range of variation. As such, biometric identification systems can fail in one of two ways; an authorized user may be rejected or an illegitimate user may be granted access to the system. Therefore, all biometric systems must allow for the control of error probabilities to some degree.
3.2 Secret Sharing and Polynomial Interpolation

Central to our technique for strengthening the security of textual passwords is the concept of secret sharing first described in [79, 11]. Secret sharing is the process of dividing some secret $S$ into $n$ pieces such that the secret is easily reconstructible from any $k$ pieces, but even complete knowledge of $k - 1$ pieces reveals absolutely no information about $S$. These schemes are commonly referred to as $(k, n)$ threshold schemes, where the $n$ pieces are called shares. The secret to be distributed is chosen by a special participant called the dealer.

Here we review the method of construction for a particular $(k, n)$ threshold scheme, namely the Shamir Threshold Scheme, which was invented in 1979 by Adi Shamir [79]. In Shamir’s scheme, the dealer constructs a random polynomial of degree at most $k - 1$, $f(x) = a_0 + a_1x + \ldots + a_{k-1}x^{k-1}$, where the constant term is the secret (thus $f(0) = a_0 = S$). Every participant involved in the sharing of the secret, obtains a point on this polynomial. By pooling their shares at a later time, any subset of $k$ (or more) participants can reconstruct the secret by means of polynomial interpolation. The theorem of polynomial interpolation says, in effect, that a straight line can be passed through two points, a parabola through three, a cubic through four, and so on.

Moreover, given $k$ points in the 2-dimensional plane $(x_1, y_1), \ldots, (x_k, y_k)$ with distinct $x_i$’s, there is one and only one polynomial $f(x)$ of degree $k - 1$ such that $f(x_i) = y_i$ for all $i$, since these points define $k$ linearly independent equations in $k$ unknowns [21]. Since the equations are linearly independent, there will be a unique solution, and the constant term, $a_0$, will be revealed as the key. Knowledge
of \( k - 1 \) of these shares is not sufficient to recover the secret \( S \), since all values of \( S \) still remain equally probable. To see this, suppose you are told that \( f(x) \) is a random polynomial of degree 2, and you are given only 2 points to reconstruct \( f(x) \). There are infinitely many parabolas that pass through those two points, and without knowledge of a third point, the unique parabola defined by \( f(x) \) will remain unknown.

The fundamental concept on which secret sharing relies is polynomial interpolation. One efficient method for interpolation is based on the Lagrange interpolation formula for polynomials [35]. The Lagrange interpolation formula is an explicit formula for the unique polynomial \( f(x) \) of degree at most \( k \). We review here the application of Lagrange interpolation for Shamir’s scheme, as this is the scheme that we use in Chapter 5. The formula is as follows:

\[
f(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{k} y_i \prod_{1 \leq j \leq k, j \neq i} \frac{x - x_j}{x_i - x_j}
\]

Using the Lagrangian formula we have a polynomial of degree at most \( k - 1 \) which contains the \( k \) ordered pairs \((x_i, y_i)\), \( 1 \leq i \leq k \). Any group of \( k \) participants can compute \( f(x) \) by using the interpolation formula. However, since the participants do not need to know the entire polynomial (they only need to compute the constant term \( S = f(0) \)), the secret may be expressed as:

\[
S = \sum_{i=1}^{k} c_i y_i,
\]

where

\[
c_j = \prod_{1 \leq j \leq k, j \neq i} \frac{x_j}{x_j - x_i}
\]
is the standard Lagrange coefficient for interpolation. Hence, the key is a linear combination of the \( k \) shares. An efficient algorithm for Shamir’s \((k, n)\) threshold scheme can be found in [60].
Chapter 4

Keystroke Dynamics

*It’s not what you know, or what you have, but who you are.*

This chapter focuses on our efforts to validate the thesis that keystroke features are repeatable and distinguishable among a diverse set of users. We present our results for an authentication system based on the use of keystroke dynamics. Keystroke dynamics is the process of analyzing the way users type at a terminal by monitoring the keyboard inputs thousands of times per second, and attempting to identify them based on habitual patterns in their typing rhythm. We present our data selection and extraction methods as well as our classification and identification strategies. Our observations and findings are discussed and compared with prior work in this area.

4.1 Prior Work

Keystroke identification techniques can be classified as either static or continuous. Static identification approaches analyze keystroke identification character-
istics only at specific times, for example, during the login sequence. Static approaches provide more robust user identification than simple passwords, but do not provide continuous security—they can not detect a substitution of the user after the initial authentication. Continuous identification, on the contrary, monitors the user’s typing behavior throughout the course of the interaction.

As early as 1980 researchers have been studying the use of habitual patterns in a user’s typing behavior for static identification schemes. To our knowledge, Gaines et. al. [26] were the first to investigate the possibility of using keystroke timings for authentication. Experiments were conducted with a very small population of seven secretaries. A test of statistical independence of their profiles was carried out using a standard technique, the T-Test [38], under the hypothesis that the means for character pairs (called digraphs) at different sessions were the same, but the variances were different. Similar experiments were conducted by Leggett et. al. [48, 49] with seventeen programmers but for the continuous approach to user identification. The authors report an identity verifier that validates the results of [26]—an identity verification system where legitimate users were rejected 5.5 percent of the time, and imposters were accepted approximately 5.0 percent of the time.

While the approaches of Gaines et. al. [26] and Leggett et. al. [48, 49] addressed a number of problems inherent to authentication via keystroke timings, there was considerable room for improvement. For example, [49] uses a 500 ms filter for all typists for the removal of data values for a variable that appear unusually large or small and out of place when compared with the other data values. (These erroneous data values are called outliers.) The rationale for this approach is that
digraphs with abnormally long latencies are not likely to be representative of the authorized users’ typing, and as such should be considered as outliers. While this seems like a reasonable assumption it was subsequently shown by [28] that the use of one filter value (500 ms) for all typists for the removal of outliers can be problematic. Gentner’s studies suggests the median inter-key latency of expert typists is approximately 96 ms, while that of novice typists is near 825 ms, and as such, a single filter excludes many keystrokes typical of a novice typists, while at the same time, includes many keystrokes which are not representative of an expert typist. (This observation, however, plays an important role in the password strengthening technique presented in section 5.8.1.)

Some neural network approaches, [39, 4, 5, 6, 15, 2] have also been undertaken in the last few years. While the techniques used yield favorable performance results on small collection of users, neural network approaches have a fundamental limitation in that each time a new user is introduced into the database, the network must be retrained. For applications such as access control, the training requirements are prohibitively expensive and time consuming. Furthermore, in situations where there is a high turnover of users, the down time associated with retraining can be significant.

4.2 Our Experiments

A promising research effort in applying keystroke dynamics as a static authentication method is the work of Joyce and Gupta [43]. Their approach is relatively simple and yields impressive results. Our work extends that of [43]. We present
our data selection and representation techniques, review the classifier of [43], and introduce our own classifiers in subsequent sections.

4.2.1 Data Selection and Representation

The performance results reported here are based on a database collected sporadically over a total period of approximately 7 months from 52 users on a variety of Sun workstations. Two types of measures were taken in these experiments: keystroke duration and latency between keystrokes. Typing proficiency was not a requirement in this study, although almost all participants were familiar with computers. At least two samples were collected from each user, with the time interval between sessions being anywhere from one to six weeks. During each session, users were asked to retype a few sentences from a list of available phrases and/or to type a few sentences on the spur of the moment. The text to be typed was placed in the top half of the display and the participants keystrokes were displayed in the bottom half. It was not necessary for participants to shift their focus between the text to be typed and their keystrokes.

Unlike previous studies in which the observers had complete control over the collection of the data [26, 49, 4, 5, 6], participants ran the experiment at their convenience. The results were automatically unencoded and electronically mailed to a designated address. Figure 4.1 depicts a representation of the joint frequency distribution (for latencies and durations) for a set of digraphs typed by different users over different time intervals. Notice that the same peaks and overall structure can be observed between plots in Figure 4.1, but the plot of the joint distribution for the user whose typing pattern best matches that of (a), shown in Figure 4.2,
is very distinct from plots (a) and (b).

Figure 4.1: Joint frequency distribution for the same user at two different time intervals.
Figure 4.2: Joint frequency distribution for a different user over the same set of digraphs used in Figure 4.1.

4.2.2 Data Extraction

To evaluate the behavior and performance of each of the classifiers presented in Section 4.2.3 we developed a C++ toolkit for analyzing the data. The toolkit was built using the xview library routines, and serves as a front-end to the main recognition engine. The toolkit (shown in Figure 4.3) aides in diagnosing system behavior and generates graphical output for both the Matlab™ and Gnuplot™ systems.

The data extraction toolkit provides a quick way to establish rough properties on the data set by partitioning the users into distinct groups. Our clustering criterion represents a heuristic approach that is guided by intuition—users are clustered into groups comprising of (possibly) disjoint feature sets in which the
Figure 4.3: To automate the data selection and extraction process a system toolkit was designed to assist in the visualization, tuning, and overall analysis of the data. A graphical user interface with various tunable options allow the operator to diagnose the performance of each of the classifiers in detail. The above is a snapshot from the main panel of the interface.

features in each set are pairwise correlated.

Feature sets are determined through Factor Analysis (FA) [19]. Factor analysis seeks a lower dimensional representation that accounts for the correlation among features. This idea partitions the database of users into subsets whose in-class members are “similar” in typing rhythm over a particular set of features and
whose cross-class members are dissimilar in the corresponding sense. For example, members of group $i$ may exhibit strong individualistic typing patterns for features in the set $S = \{th, ate, st, ion\}$, whereas members of group $j$ may be more distinctive over the features $S = \{ere, on, wy\}$. K-Nearest Neighbor [24] is used as the clustering algorithm. The net result is a hierarchical cluster that assists in user identification.

4.2.3 Classification and Identification

The problem of recognizing a given pattern as belonging to a particular person either after exhaustive search through a large database, or by simply comparing the pattern with a single authentication template can be formulated within the framework of statistical decision theory. By this approach one can convert the problem of pattern recognition into a much more expedient task, which involves the execution of tests of statistical independence. The approaches described in the following paragraphs adhere to this model.

The classification technique used by Joyce and Gupta [43] represents the mean reference signature for a given user as $M = \{M_{\text{username}}, M_{\text{password}}, M_{\text{firstname}}, M_{\text{lastname}}\}$. Verification is performed by comparing the test signature $T$ (acquired at login time) with $M$ and determining the magnitude of difference between the two profiles. Given $M = (m_1, m_2, \ldots, m_n)$ and $T = (t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_n)$ where $n$ is the total number of latencies in the signature, the verifier computes the magnitude of difference using an $L_1$ norm. Positive identification is declared when this difference is within a threshold variability of the reference signature. The mean and standard deviation of the norms $\|M - S_i\|$, where $S_i$ is one of the eight training signatures,
are used to decide the threshold for an acceptable difference vector between a given \( T \) and \( M \).

Although these absolute verification rates are encouraging, Joyce and Gupta tested using a replacement methodology, which means that the distribution of the training set is necessarily representative of the learning set. The use of separate data sets, recorded at different times, would be more reliable. Therefore, we investigated the performance of classifiers based on studies where users were allowed to participate in experiments conducted at varied times under no supervision. The reference profiles collected were represented as \( N \)-dimensional feature vectors and processed in a manner similar to that of [43]. The data was split into learning and testing sets. We used the following classifiers for identification:

- **Euclidean Distance Measure**: “similarity” is based on the Euclidean distance between the pattern vectors. Let \( R = [r_1, r_2, ..., r_N] \) and \( U = [u_1, u_2, ..., u_N] \) then the Euclidean distance between the two \( N \) dimensional vectors \( U \) and \( R \), is defined as:

\[
D(R, U) = \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{N} (r_i - u_i)^2 \right]^{1/2}
\]

For an “unknown” \( U \) (i.e., from the testing set) the pairwise Euclidean distances \( D(R_i, U) \), \( i = 1, 2, ..., n \) where \( n \) is the number of patterns vectors in the database, were rank ordered and the profile with the minimum distance to \( U \) was chosen.

- **Non-Weighted Probability**: Let \( U \) and \( R \) be \( N \)-dimensional pattern vectors as
defined previously. Furthermore, let each component of the pattern vectors be the quadruple \( \langle \mu_i, \sigma_i, o_i, X_i \rangle \), representing the mean, standard deviation, number of occurrences, and data value for the \( i^{th} \) feature. Assuming that each feature for a user is distributed according to a Normal distribution, we calculate the score between a reference profile \( R \) and unknown profile \( U \) as:

\[
S(R, U) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} s_{u_i}
\]

where

\[
s_{u_i} = \frac{1}{o_{u_i}} \left[ \sum_{j=1}^{o_{u_i}} P \left( \frac{X_i^{(n)} - \mu_{r_i}}{\sigma_{r_i}} \right) \right]
\]

and \( X_i^{(n)} \) is the \( j^{th} \) occurrence of the \( i^{th} \) feature of \( U \).

In other words, the score for each \( u_i \) is based on the probability of observing the value \( u_{ij} \) in the reference profile \( R \), given the mean \( (\mu_{r_i}) \) and standard deviation \( (\sigma_{r_i}) \) for that feature in \( R \). Intuitively we assign higher probabilities to values of \( u_i \) that are close to \( \mu_{r_i} \) and lower probabilities to those further away. The “unknown” vector is then associated with the nearest neighbor in the database, i.e., to the person who maximizes the probability of the feature vector.

- Weighted Probability Measure: Some features are more reliable than others simply because they come from a larger sample set or have a relatively higher frequency in the written language; example in English “er”, “th”, and “re” should constitute greater weights than “qu” or “ts”. Thus, the notion of weights
was incorporated, and the score between profiles $R$ and $U$ was computed as:

$$S(R, U) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( s_{u_i}w_{u_i} \right)$$

where the weight of feature $u_i$ is the ratio of its occurrences relative to all other features in the pattern vector $U$. Features that are based on many occurrences are considered more reliable and weighted higher than those features that come for a smaller sample set. Assuming that each feature for a user is distributed according to a Normal distribution, a likelihood score between a reference profile $R$ and unknown profile $U$ is calculated based on the probability of observing a feature value in the reference profile $R$, given the mean and standard deviation for that feature in $R$. Scores are weighted an the “unknown” profile is then associated with the nearest neighbor in the database, i.e, the person who maximizes the score of the feature vector.

### 4.2.4 Results and Observations

The correct identification rate using the weighted probabilistic classifier was approximately 87.18% on a dataset of 52 users,\(^1\) which represents improvement with respect to the performance of the Euclidean distance (83.22%) and the non-weighted scoring approach (85.63%). (In Chapter 5 we examine these results in further detail.)

While these results are encouraging, we believe that they reflect some of the problems with using keystroke dynamics for user recognition—different keyboards

\(^1\)The results presented reflect a larger sample set than that reported in [61].
Table 4.1: Performance of classification templates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Identification (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Euclidean</td>
<td>83.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Weighted</td>
<td>85.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted</td>
<td>87.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

can significantly affect the typing pattern of the user. The poor recognition results reported here (in contrast to the performance of static biometrics such as fingerprints that have been shown to achieve correct classification and identification rates in the 99th percentile (see for example [40])), may be attributed to the nature of the data gathering process; the data was collected in an unrestricted setting under no supervision. Under such conditions we argue in favor of the use of structured text instead of allowing users to type arbitrary text (i.e., text-independent or “free-text”). While recognition based on free-text may be more desirable, free-text recognition simply did not perform as well as recognition based on fixed-text (interested readers are referred to [61]). Recognition based on free-text may be expected to vary greatly under operational conditions in which the user may be absorbed in a task or involved in an emotionally charged situation. The fact that the input is unconstrained, that the user may be uncooperative, and that environmental parameters are uncontrolled impose limitations on what can be achieved with free-text recognition.
4.3 Summary

In this chapter we address the thesis of using keystroke dynamics as a biometric for authenticating access to workstations. Keystroke dynamics is the process of analyzing the way users type by monitoring keyboard inputs and authenticating them based on habitual patterns in their typing rhythm. Although the use of a behavioral trait (rather than an anatomical characteristic) as a sign of identity has inherent limitations, for example, that different keyboards may affect the normal typing behavior of a user, we argue that when implemented in conjunction with other forms of identification (for example, identification based on knowledge of a password), keystroke dynamics may allow for the design of robust authentication systems.

Our empirical results suggest that the level of verification accuracy attained with static biometrics such as fingerprints (where false-alarm rates of less than 1% are not uncommon) is probably not achievable with a behavioral characteristic alone. In that regard, we believe that it is unlikely that successful user recognition systems based on keystroke dynamics can be built, unless their application is restricted to more confirmed environments than those under which our experiments were conducted. Though in the past years additional studies [76, 75] have been presented that support the hypothesis that different individuals exhibit characteristics in their typing rhythm that are strikingly individualistic, and that these characteristics can be successfully exploited and used for identification purposes, we believe that the strength of keystroke dynamics can be better realized when it is used in conjunction with, and not as opposed to, standard techniques for authentication.
In Chapter 5 we examine how individualistic characteristics in a user’s typing pattern as she inputs her password can be used to build authentication schemes that are more secure than traditional password-based alternatives. There, we present a password strengthening technique which extends from the work presented here, but unlike [48, 49, 39, 4, 43, 15, 55, 2, 76, 75] we do not try to recognize users based on keystroke typing rhythm. Instead, once a claimed identity is presented, the user’s typing features as she inputs her password are used to generate a repeatable key that is tested for access to a login device. Furthermore, the technique is restricted to logins using the same keyboard. Therefore, our approach involves a much more specific application of the use of keystroke dynamics, but one which can have significant impact in practice.
Chapter 5

Password Strengthening using
Keystroke Dynamics

In a world of smart cards, hand-held authenticators, and zero-knowledge proofs, it seems pointless to be worrying about poorly-chosen passwords. Were the world like that, we might agree. Today, it is not—Bellovin and Merritt.

5.1 Introduction

In this Chapter we propose a technique for improving the security of password-based authentication. Here, keystroke dynamics is used not to recognize who is attempting to gain access to a device, but rather to corroborate the identity of the claimant, given knowledge of a password shared between the authentication server and the claimant. Specifically, we factor password typing patterns into the
password authentication process, so that not only are the characters typed during the login sequence relevant to password authentication, but the manner in which they are typed is also relevant. Therefore, we rely on knowledge of a secret which the user types frequently. Intuitively, biometric information is used to strengthen the password so that an attacker who learns a legitimate user's password must still mimic the user's normal typing pattern to log in as that user. Moreover, we show that an attacker who obtains the stored system information used for password authentication (the analog of the /etc/passwd file in a typical UNIX environment) is faced with a more difficult task to exhaustively search for the password than in a traditional password-based scheme.

There are several challenges to realizing this goal. The first is to identify features of a user’s typing patterns (e.g., the latency and duration of keystrokes while typing the password) that the user reliably repeats (approximately), and to translate these features into “secret bits” that can be used to strengthen the password. The second is to identify those features when the user logs in, and use them in the verification of the password. At the same time, however, the attacker who captures system information used to verify passwords should be unable to determine which particular features are relevant to each user’s authentication process, since revealing this information could reveal information about what the characters related to that password feature are. For example, suppose the attacker learns that the latency between the first and second keystrokes is a feature that is reliably repeated by the user and thus is used in the authentication process. Then this may reveal information about the first and second characters of the password, since due to keyboard dynamics, some digraphs are more amenable to reliable latency
repetitions than others.

The scheme we propose effectively hides information about which of a user’s typing features are relevant to authentication, even from an attacker that captures all system information related to password authentication. At the same time, it employs novel techniques to impose an additional (multiplicative) computational overhead on the attacker who attempts to exhaustively search the password space. The overhead grows with the number of features that the user reliably repeats, which we show empirically will be large for the average user. Our empirical studies also demonstrate that our scheme provides sufficient ease of use to be viable in practice.

The main limitation of our scheme is that a user whose typing patterns change substantially between consecutive logins may be unable to login. The most common circumstance in which this could happen is if the user attempts to log in to her account using a different style keyboard than her regular one, which can cause a dramatic change in her typing patterns. Thus, our scheme is most suitable for use in, for example, logins to laptops, and not for use in remote logins where the user’s keyboard varies depending on her location. A second limitation of our scheme is that it generally precludes sharing an account among multiple users, since one user’s keystroke patterns will be different from another’s.

5.2 Related Work

As described in Section 5.1, the use of keystroke features to strengthen user passwords is similar to salting, a technique that goes back at least twenty years [63].
Though an analogy to salting is an effective tool for understanding the goals of our scheme, the mechanics of our scheme differ fundamentally from salting. In our scheme, a strengthened password is generated from a textual password and the user’s typing features, but not by concatenating the password with bits generated from the user’s features. Rather, the password is used to decrypt a table of information, and the user’s typing features are used to index into the table to select information from which the strengthened password is computed. This imposes an additional multiplicative computational overhead on an attacker conducting an off-line dictionary attack, because upon decrypting the table with a guessed password, the attacker cannot immediately determine if the guessed password is correct. Instead, the attacker must sample elements of the table and generate corresponding strengthened passwords until he either finds the correct one or determines that the guessed password was incorrect.

We reiterate that the technique presented here differs in its basic goals from the works of [9, 10, 31, 41, 53, 89] that protect against off-line guessing attacks by using public-key techniques. Our technique expand the password space that an off-line attacker must explore, but allow the attacker to confirm when the correct password has been found. These other works on the other hand, do the opposite: they do not expand the password space, but rather try to prevent the attacker from confirming a correct guess. Furthermore, our work is the first to offer stronger security against both online and off-line attackers, and is also the first to generate a repeatable secret based on a password and its keystroke dynamics that is stronger than the password itself and that can be used in applications other than login.
5.3 Preliminaries

For the rest of this Chapter, we denote by $\text{pwd}_a$ the correct string of characters for the password field when logging into account $a$. That is, $\text{pwd}_a$ denotes the correct text password as used in computer systems today. In our architecture, typing $\text{pwd}_a$ is necessary but not sufficient to access $a$. Rather, the login program combines the characters typed in the password field with keystroke features to form an strengthened password that is tested to determine whether login is successful. The correct strengthened password for account $a$ is denoted $\text{spwd}_a$. The login program will fail to generate $\text{spwd}_a$ if either something other than $\text{pwd}_a$ is entered in the password field or if the user’s typing patterns significantly differ from the typing patterns displayed in previous successful logins to the account. Here we present our scheme in a way that maintains $\text{spwd}_a$ constant across logins, even despite gradual shifts in the user’s typing patterns, so that $\text{spwd}_a$ can also be used for longer-term purposes (e.g., file encryption). However, the scheme can be easily tuned to change $\text{spwd}_a$ after each successful login.

5.3.1 Features

In order to generate $\text{spwd}_a$ from $\text{pwd}_a$ and the (correct) user’s typing patterns, the login program measures a set of features whenever a user types a password. Empirically we examine the use of keystroke duration and latency between keystrokes as features of interest, but other features (e.g., force of keystrokes) could be used if they can be measured by the login program. Abstractly, we define a feature by a function $\phi : A \times N \to \mathbb{R}^+$ where $\phi(a, \ell)$ is the measurement of that feature during
the \( \ell \)-th (successful or unsuccessful) login attempt to account \( a \). For example, if the feature \( \phi \) denotes the latency between the first and second keystrokes, then \( \phi(a, 6) \) is that latency on the sixth attempt to login to \( a \). Let \( m \) denote the number of features that are measured during logins, and let \( \phi_1, \ldots, \phi_m \) denote their respective functions.

For each feature \( \phi_i \), let \( t_i \in \mathbb{R}^+ \) be a value such that the mean of \( \phi_i(a, \ell) \) over all \( a \in A \) and all \( \ell \) is roughly \( t_i \). Intuitively, \( t_i \) is a threshold such that when a particular user shows regularity in a feature, the mean value of that user’s measurements on that feature instance is equally likely to fall above or below \( t_i \), in the absence of information about the user’s password or typing patterns.

Central to our scheme is the notion of a distinguishing feature. For each feature \( \phi_i \), let \( t_i \in \mathbb{R}^+ \) be a fixed parameter of the system. Also, let \( \mu_{a_i} \) and \( \sigma_{a_i} \) be the mean and standard deviation of the measurements \( \phi_i(a, j_1), \ldots, \phi_i(a, j_h) \) where \( j_1, \ldots, j_h \) are the last \( h \) successful logins to the account and \( h \in \mathbb{N} \) is a fixed parameter of the system. We say that \( \phi_i \) is a distinguishing feature for the account (after these last \( h \) successful logins) if \( |\mu_{a_i} - t_i| > k\sigma_{a_i} \) where \( k \in \mathbb{R}^+ \) is a parameter of the system. If \( \phi_i \) is a distinguishing feature for the account \( a \), then either \( t_i > \mu_{a_i} + k\sigma_{a_i} \), i.e., the user consistently measures below \( t_i \) on this feature, or \( t_i < \mu_{a_i} - k\sigma_{a_i} \), i.e., the user consistently measures above \( t_i \) on this feature. The value \( t_i \) should be chosen so that users’ distinguishing features fall above or below \( t_i \) with roughly equal likelihood. In Section 5.8, we give empirically generated values for \( t_i \) for features based on keystroke durations and keystroke latencies.
5.3.2 Security Goals

In our login architecture, the system stores information per account that is accessed by the login program to verify attempts to login. This information is necessarily based on \( \text{pwd}_a \) and \( \text{spwd}_a \), but will not include either of these values themselves. This is similar to UNIX systems, for example, where the \(/\text{etc}/\text{passwd} \) file contains the salt for that password and the result of encrypting a fixed string using the password and salt. In our login architecture, the information stored per account will be somewhat more extensive, though will still be relatively small.

The first attacker with which we are concerned is an attacker who captures this information stored in the system and then uses this information in an off-line effort to find \( \text{spwd}_a \) (and \( \text{pwd}_a \)). A first and basic requirement is that any such attack be at least as difficult as exhaustively searching for \( \text{pwd}_a \) in a traditional UNIX setting where the attacker only has \(/\text{etc}/\text{passwd} \). In particular, if the user chooses \( \text{pwd}_a \) to be difficult for an attacker to find using a dictionary attack, then \( \text{spwd}_a \) will be at least as secure in our scheme.

A more ambitious goal of our scheme is to increase the work that the attacker must undertake by a considerable amount, even if \( \text{pwd}_a \) is chosen poorly, i.e., in a way that is susceptible to a dictionary attack. The amount of additional work that the attacker must undertake generally grows with the number of distinguishing features for the account (when the attacker captured the system information). On one extreme, if there are no distinguishing features for the account and the attacker knows this,\(^1\) then the attacker can find \( \text{pwd}_a \) and \( \text{spwd}_a \) in roughly the

\(^1\)Our scheme hides the number of distinguishing features for an account. However, if the attacker captures system information at a point in time when he knows that a certain account has not yet been
same amount of time as the attacker would take to find $pwd_a$ in a traditional UNIX setting. On the other extreme, if all $m$ features are distinguishing for the account, then the attacker’s task can be slowed by a multiplicative factor up to $2^m$. In Section 5.8, we provide an empirical analysis of what this slowdown factor is likely to be in practice. In addition, we show how our scheme can be combined with other standard salting techniques, either with a stored salt [63] or one that is not stored [56]. Thus, the slowdown factor that our scheme achieves is over and above any benefits that conventional salting techniques offer.

A second attacker that we defend against with our scheme is an “online” attacker who learns $pwd_a$ (e.g., by observing it being typed in) and then attempts to log in using it.

5.4 Overview

We begin with a high-level explanation of our technique. When an account $a$ is initialized, the initialization program chooses the value of $spwd_a$ at random from $\mathbb{Z}_q^*$, where $q$ is a sufficiently large prime number (e.g., $|q| = 160$ bits). The initialization program then creates a table of $2m$ shares of the secret $spwd_a$ using Shamir’s secret sharing [79] (See section 3.2) as follows: it chooses a random polynomial $f_a \in \mathbb{Z}_q[x]$ of degree $m - 1$ such that $f_a(0) = spwd_a$, and creates a two-column “instruction table”

used, then he would know that there are no distinguishing features for that account.
\begin{align*}
  &< t_i & \geq t_i \\
  &1 & f_a(2) & f_a(3) \\
  &2 & f_a(4) & f_a(5) \\
  &\vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
  &m & f_a(2m) & f_a(2m + 1)
\end{align*}

The initialization program encrypts each element of both columns with $pwd_a$. This (encrypted) table is stored in the system. In the $\ell$-th login attempt to $a$, the login program uses the entered password text $pwd'$ to decrypt the columns of the table (which will result in the previously stored values only if $pwd_a = pwd'$). For each feature $\phi_i$, the value of $\phi_i(a, \ell)$ indicates which of the two values in the $i$-th row should be used in the interpolation to find $f_a(0)$ ($= spwd_a$): if $\phi_i(a, \ell) < t_i$, then the value in the first column is used, and otherwise the value in the second column is used. In the first logins after initialization, the value in either the first or second column works equally well. However, as distinguishing features $\phi_i$ for this account develop over time, the login program perturbs the value in the second column of row $i$ if $\mu_{ai} < t_i$ and perturbs the value in the first column of row $i$ otherwise. So, the proper interpolation to find $f_a(0)$ in the future will succeed only when future measurements of features are consistent with the user's previous distinguished features.

### 5.5 Stored Data Structures and Initialization

Let $q$ be a prime number as described above, and let $G$ be a pseudorandom function family [74] such that for any key $K$ and any input $x$, $G_K(x)$ is a pseudorandom
element of $\mathbb{Z}_q^*$. In practice, a likely implementation of $G$ would be $G_K(x) = F(K, x)$ where $F$ is a one-way function, e.g., SHA-1 [78].

There are two data structures stored in the system per account.

- A plaintext instruction table, which contains “instructions” regarding how feature measurements are to be used to generate $\text{spwd}_a$. More specifically, this instruction table contains an entry of the form

$$<i, \alpha_{ai}, \beta_{ai} >$$

for each feature $\phi_i$. Here,

$$\alpha_{ai} = y_{ai}^0 G_{\text{spwd}_a}(2i) \mod q$$

$$\beta_{ai} = y_{ai}^1 G_{\text{spwd}_a}(2i + 1) \mod q$$

and $y_{ai}^0, y_{ai}^1$ are elements of $\mathbb{Z}_q^*$. Initially (i.e., when the user first chooses $\text{spwd}_a$), all $2m$ values $\{y_{ai}^0, y_{ai}^1\}_{1 \leq i \leq m}$ are chosen such that all the points $\{(2i, y_{ai}^0), (2i + 1, y_{ai}^1)\}_{1 \leq i \leq m}$ lie on a single, random polynomial $f_a \in \mathbb{Z}_q^*[x]$ of degree $m - 1$ such that $f_a(0) = \text{spwd}_a$.

- An encrypted, constant-size history file, which contains the measurements for all features over the last $h$ successful logins to $a$ for some fixed parameter $h$.

More specifically, if since the last time $\text{spwd}_a$ was changed, the login attempts $j_1, \ldots, j_t$ to $a$ were successful, then this file contains $\phi_i(a, j)$ for each $1 \leq i \leq m$ and $j \in \{j_i - h + 1, \ldots, j_t\}$. In addition, enough redundancy is added to this

\[2\text{That is, a polynomially-bounded adversary not knowing } K \text{ cannot distinguish between } G_K(x) \text{ and a randomly chosen element of } \mathbb{Z}_q^* \text{ even if he is first allowed to examine } G_K(\tilde{x}) \text{ for many } \tilde{x} \text{'s of his choice and is allowed to even pick } x \text{ (as long as it is different from every } \tilde{x} \text{ he previously asked about).} \]
file so that when it is decrypted with the key under which it was previously encrypted, the fact that the file decrypted successfully can be recognized.

When a user first chooses her password $\text{pwd}_a$ or changes $\text{pwd}_a$, this file is initialized with all values set to 0, and then is encrypted with $\text{spwd}_a = f_a(0)$ (see above) using a symmetric cipher. The size of this file should remain constant over time (e.g., must be padded out when necessary), so that its size yields no information about $l$.

5.6 The Login Protocol

The login program takes the following steps whenever the user attempts to login to $a$. Suppose that this is the $\ell$-th attempt to login to $a$, and let $\text{pwd}'$ denote the sequence of characters that the user typed. The login program takes the following steps.

1. For each $\phi_i$, the login program uses $\text{pwd}'$ to “decrypt” $\alpha_{a_i}$ if $\phi_i(a, \ell) < t_i$, and uses $\text{pwd}'$ to “decrypt” $\beta_{a_i}$ otherwise. Specifically, it assigns

\[
(x_i, y_i) = \begin{cases} 
(2i, \alpha_{a_i} G_{\text{pwd}'}(2i)^{-1} \mod q) & \text{if } \phi_i(a, \ell) < t_i \\
(2i + 1, \beta_{a_i} G_{\text{pwd}'}(2i + 1)^{-1} \mod q) & \text{if } \phi_i(a, \ell) \geq t_i 
\end{cases}
\]

The login program now holds $m$ pairs $\{(x_i, y_i)\}_{1 \leq i \leq m}$.

2. The login program sets

\[
\text{spwd}' = \sum_{i=1}^{m} y_i \lambda_i \mod q
\]

where

\[
\lambda_i = \prod_{1 \leq j \leq m, j \neq i} \frac{x_j}{x_j - x_i}
\]
is the standard Lagrange coefficient for interpolation (e.g., see [60, p. 526]). It
then decrypts the history file using $\text{spwd}'$. If this decryption yields a properly-
formed plaintext history file, then the login is deemed successful. (If the login
were deemed unsuccessful, then the login procedure would halt here.)

3. The login program updates the data in the history file, computes the standard
deviation $\sigma_{a_i}$ and mean $\mu_{a_i}$ for each feature $\phi_i$ over the last $h$ successful logins
to $a$, encrypts the new history file with $\text{spwd}'$ (i.e., $\text{spwd}_a$), and overwrites the
old history file with this new encrypted history file.\(^3\)

4. The login program generates a new random polynomial $f_a \in \mathbb{Z}_q[x]$ of degree
$m - 1$ such that $f_a(0) = \text{spwd}'$ (i.e., $\text{spwd}_a$).

5. For each distinguishing feature $\phi_i$, i.e., $|\mu_{a_i} - t_i| > k\sigma_{a_i}$, the login program
chooses new random values $y_{a_i}^0, y_{a_i}^1 \in \mathbb{Z}_q^*$ subject to the following constraints:

$$\begin{align*}
\mu_{a_i} < t_i & \Rightarrow f_a(2i) = y_{a_i}^0 \land f_a(2i + 1) \neq y_{a_i}^1 \\
\mu_{a_i} \geq t_i & \Rightarrow f_a(2i) \neq y_{a_i}^0 \land f_a(2i + 1) = y_{a_i}^1
\end{align*}$$

For all other features $\phi_i$—i.e., those for which $|\mu_{a_i} - t_i| \leq k\sigma_{a_i}$, or all fea-
tures if there have been fewer than $h$ successful logins to this account since
initialization (see Section 5.3.1)—the login program sets $y_{a_i}^0 = f_a(2i)$ and
$y_{a_i}^1 = f_a(2i + 1)$.

6. The login program replaces the instruction table with a new table with an

\(^3\)For maximum security, steps 2 and 3 should be performed without writing the plaintext history file
to disk. Rather, the login program should hold the plaintext history in volatile storage only.
entry of the form

\[
<i, \alpha'_{a_i}, \beta'_{a_i}>
\]

for each feature \( \phi_i \). Here,

\[
\alpha'_{a_i} = y^0_{a_i} G_{\text{pwd}}(2i) \mod q
\]

\[
\beta'_{a_i} = y^1_{a_i} G_{\text{pwd}}(2i + 1) \mod q
\]

where \( y^0_{a_i}, y^1_{a_i} \) are the new points generated in the previous step.

Step 4 above is particularly noteworthy for two reasons. First, due to this step, the polynomial \( f_a \) is changed to a new random polynomial during each successful login. This ensures that an attacker viewing the instruction table at two different times will gain no information about which features switched from distinguishing to non-distinguishing and vice-versa during the interim logins. That is, each time the attacker views an instruction table for an account, either all values will be the same since the last time (if there were no successful logins since the attacker last saw the table) or all values will be different. Another important aspect of Step 4 is that \( f_a \), though generated randomly, is chosen so that \( f_a(0) = \text{spwd}_a \). This is what ensures that \( \text{spwd}_a \) remains constant across multiple logins.

Step 5 is also noteworthy, since it shows that whether each feature is distinguishing is recomputed in each successful login. Hence, a feature that was previously distinguishing can become undistinguishing and vice-versa. This is the mechanism that enables our scheme to naturally adapt to gradual changes in the user’s typing patterns over time.

We reiterate that our scheme can be easily combined with standard salting techniques to further improve security. A natural place to include an additional
salt is just before using $\text{spwd}_a$ to decrypt the history file. For example, when $\text{spwd}_a$ is generated during a login, the key used to decrypt the history file is $G_{\text{spwd}_a}(s)$ where $s$ is a salt. The salt can be stored as is typically done today, or may not be stored so that the system must exhaustively search for it [56]. In this case, the extra salt results in an additional multiplicative factor that the attacker must overcome.

5.7 Security

In this section we discuss the security of our scheme. First, it is immediate that our scheme helps defend against an on-line attacker who learns (or tries to guess) $\text{pwd}_a$ and then attempts to log into $a$ using $\text{pwd}_a$. Unless this attacker can mimic the measurements for the account's distinguishing features, the attacker will fail in logging into the account.

We now turn to the off-line attacker who obtains account $a$'s history file and instruction table, and attempts to find the value of $\text{spwd}_a$. Presuming that the encryption of the history file using $\text{spwd}_a$ is secure, since the values $y_i^0, y_i^1$ are effectively encrypted under $\text{pwd}_a$, and since $\text{pwd}_a$ is presumably chosen from a much smaller space than $\text{spwd}_a$, the easiest way to find $\text{spwd}_a$ is to first find $\text{pwd}_a$. Thus, to argue the benefits of this scheme, we have to show two things. First, we have to show that finding $\text{pwd}_a$ is not made easier in our scheme than it is in a typical environment where access is determined by testing the hash of the password against a previously stored hash value. Second, we have to show that our scheme offers security benefits, i.e., that the cost to the attacker of finding
$\text{spwd}_a$ is generally greater by a significant multiplicative factor.

That searching for $\text{pwd}_a$ is not made easier in our scheme is obvious. The attacker has available only the instruction table with one entry per feature, and the encrypted history file. Since the features listed in the instruction table are all possible features (and not just those that are distinguishing for account $a$), and since the contents of each row are pseudorandom values, the rows reveal no information about $\text{pwd}_a$. And, all other data available to the attacker is encrypted with $\text{spwd}_a$.

The more interesting security consideration in this scheme is how much security it achieves over a traditional password scheme, i.e., how much harder it is to find $\text{spwd}_a$ than it is to find $\text{pwd}_a$. Suppose that the attacker captured the history file and instruction table after $\ell \geq h$ successful logins to $a$, and let $d$ be the number of distinguishing features for this account in the $\ell$-th login. When guessing a password $\text{pwd}'$, the attacker can decrypt each field $\alpha_{a_i}$ and $\beta_{a_i}$ using $\text{pwd}'$ to yield points $(2i, \hat{y}^0_{a_i})$ and $(2i+1, \hat{y}^1_{a_i})$, respectively, for $1 \leq i \leq m$. Note that $\hat{y}^0_{a_i} = y^0_{a_i}$ and $\hat{y}^1_{a_i} = y^1_{a_i}$ if and only if $\text{pwd}' = \text{pwd}_a$. Therefore, there exists a bit vector $b \in \{0, 1\}^m$ of length $m$ such that $\{(2i + b(i), \hat{y}^{b(i)}_{a_i})\}_{1 \leq i \leq m}$ interpolates to a polynomial $\hat{f}$ with $\hat{f}(0) = \text{spwd}_a$, if and (a.s.) only if $\text{pwd}' = \text{pwd}_a$. (Here, $b(i)$ denotes the $i$-th bit of $b$.) Consequently, one “naive” approach that the attacker can take is to enumerate through all vectors $b \in \{0, 1\}^m$ and, for each $\hat{f}$ thus computed, see if $\hat{f}(0) = \text{spwd}_a$ (i.e., if $\hat{f}(0)$ will decrypt the history file). This approach slows down the attacker’s search for $\text{spwd}_a$ (and $\text{pwd}_a$) by a multiplicative factor of $2^m$.

However, the attacker has potentially more powerful attacks at his disposal using error-correcting techniques [32]. In [62] we extend the scheme presented
here to confound the application of such error-correcting techniques. Since the techniques available to the attacker are outperformed by the “naive” approach for the range of \( m \) we are concerned with here, i.e., \( m \leq 15 \) for an 8-character password, we do not present that variation.

5.8 Empirical Analysis

In this section we examine our proposal in light of empirical typing data presented in Chapter 4. Obviously this data will enable only a rough and, we believe, pessimistic analysis of our proposal, because a user tends to type her password more frequently than every one to six weeks. Indeed, we expect that once or more per day is typical. Therefore, a password should be much more “practiced” than the sentences used in this study and thus will yield much better results than the data here does. Nevertheless, this data already suggests that our scheme should be viable in practice, and will often result in a significant improvement in security.

Due to space limitations, here we provide an analysis for our scheme only for the case \( k = 1 \), where a feature \( \phi_i \) is distinguishing if \( |\mu_{a_i} - t_i| > k\sigma_{a_i} \) (see Section 5.3.1). In general, a lower value of \( k \) increases the number of distinguishing features per user and thus increases the sensitivity of login to user typing patterns. On the other hand, a higher value of \( k \) makes it easier for the user to log in, but tends to decrease the number of distinguishing features per user. As we show here, the value \( k = 1 \) seems to offer a good balance between security and ease of use.
5.8.1 Choosing $t_i$

The strength of our proposal is enhanced if the number $d$ of distinguishing features for a user is large relative to the number $m$ of features overall. In this section we choose values of $t_i$ for features based on duration and latency, and based on our data set, we show that in fact the ratio of $d$ to $m$ is likely to be high on average.

Let $C$ denote the set of characters typed in these experiments, and let $U$ be the set of users in these experiments. For each $u \in U$ and $c \in C$,\(^4\) let $\mu_{\text{dur}}(u, c)$ be the mean duration of the keystrokes in which $u$ typed $c$, and let $\sigma_{\text{dur}}(u, c)$ be the standard deviation of these measurements. Similarly, for each $u \in U$, $c_1, c_2 \in C$,\(^5\) let $\mu_{\text{lat}}(u, c_1, c_2)$ be the mean latency between $c_1$ and $c_2$ whenever $u$ typed $c_1$ followed by $c_2$, and let $\sigma_{\text{lat}}(u, c_1, c_2)$ be the standard deviation of these measurements. Given values $t_{\text{dur}}$ and $t_{\text{lat}}$, we define the following values:

- $\text{low}_{\text{dur}}$ is the percentage of all $(u, c)$ pairs such that $t_{\text{dur}} > \mu_{\text{dur}}(u, c) + \sigma_{\text{dur}}(u, c)$
- $\text{high}_{\text{dur}}$ is the percentage of all $(u, c)$ pairs such that $t_{\text{dur}} < \mu_{\text{dur}}(u, c) - \sigma_{\text{dur}}(u, c)$
- $\text{low}_{\text{lat}}$ is the percentage of all $(u, c_1, c_2)$ triples such that $t_{\text{lat}} > \mu_{\text{lat}}(u, c_1, c_2) + \sigma_{\text{lat}}(u, c_1, c_2)$
- $\text{high}_{\text{lat}}$ is the percentage of all $(u, c_1, c_2)$ triples such that $t_{\text{lat}} < \mu_{\text{lat}}(u, c_1, c_2) - \sigma_{\text{lat}}(u, c_1, c_2)$

Based on our data, reasonable values of $t_{\text{dur}}$ and $t_{\text{lat}}$ to support our scheme are shown in Table 5.1. These values imply that $\text{low}_{\text{dur}} \approx \text{high}_{\text{dur}}$ and $\text{low}_{\text{lat}} \approx \text{high}_{\text{lat}}$.

\(^4\)Only pairs $(u, c)$ for which we had at least 8 samples were counted.
\(^5\)Only triples $(u, c_1, c_2)$ for which we had at least 6 samples were counted.
Thus, if in the scheme of Section 5.4, we set \( t_i = t_{\text{dur}} \) for each feature \( \phi_i \) that is some keystroke’s duration (e.g., \( \phi_i \) is the duration of the second keystroke), then the attacker has little \textit{a priori} basis to predict whether the user’s mean is above or below \( t_i \), in the case that \( \phi_i \) is a distinguishing feature for that user. The attacker is in a similar situation with respect to the latency-based features \( \phi_i \) if we set \( t_i = t_{\text{bt}} \). The uncertainty faced by the attacker due to these choices of \( t_{\text{dur}} \) and \( t_{\text{bt}} \) is further analyzed in Section 5.8.2.

Table 5.1: Choices for \( t_{\text{dur}} \) and \( t_{\text{bt}} \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( t_{\text{dur}} ) = 0.088709s</th>
<th>( t_{\text{bt}} ) = 0.121367s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>low(_{\text{dur}}) = 37.1%</td>
<td>low(_{\text{bt}}) = 32.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high(_{\text{dur}}) = 30.9%</td>
<td>high(_{\text{bt}}) = 31.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The fact that \( \text{low}_{\text{dur}} + \text{high}_{\text{dur}} < 100\% \) means that for various \( u \) and \( c \), it was the case that \( |\mu_{\text{dur}}(u, c) - t_{\text{dur}}| \leq \sigma_{\text{dur}}(u, c) \). This implies that when such a user adopts such a character for a particular position in her password, the duration of that character position is not likely to be a distinguishing feature for the user. However, note that for the majority of \((u, c)\) pairs—68\% of them—choosing the character \( c \) for a position in \( u \)’s password yields a distinguishing feature for the user. A similar situation holds for latencies between characters, where in this case the majority is 64.5\%.
5.8.2 Entropy of Distinguishing Features

Section 5.8.1 demonstrated choices of $t_{\text{dur}}$ and $t_{\text{lat}}$ that yielded a large number of distinguishing features for the average account, based on the user population in our experiments. This alone, however, is not enough to conclude that our scheme adds a significant amount of security. To see why, suppose for an extreme case that all users could be partitioned into “slow typists” and “fast typists”: slow typists have the property that for any of their distinguishing features $\phi_i, \mu_{a_i} > t_i$ (where $a$ is the user’s account), and analogously fast typists have the property that $\mu_{a_i} < t_i$ for all of their distinguishing features $\phi_i$. Then, even if all of an account’s features are distinguishing, the off-line attacker only needs to examine two possibilities upon guessing a password $\text{pwd}'$: either the values in the first column of the (decrypted) instruction table, or the values in the second column. If neither of these columns can be used to generate $\text{spwd}_u$, then the attacker can conclude with high probability that $\text{pwd}' \neq \text{pwd}_u$, after examining only 2 of the $2^m$ possibilities.

 Ideally, users would type “randomly”, in the sense that for any of an account’s distinguishing features, whether that feature is “high” or “low” is uncorrelated to other distinguishing features for that account. Of course, one cannot expect this to be the case in reality. Therefore we measure this degree of correlation. We need the following definitions. For a user $u$ and character $c$, we say that $c$ is a distinguishing character for $u$ if $|\mu_{\text{dur}}(u, c) - t_{\text{dur}}| > \sigma_{\text{dur}}(u, c)$. Similarly, for a user $u$ and a character pair $(c_1, c_2)$, we say that $(c_1, c_2)$ is a distinguishing character pair for $u$ if $|\mu_{\text{lat}}(u, c_1, c_2) - t_{\text{lat}}| > \sigma_{\text{lat}}(u, c_1, c_2)$. A distinguishing event $e$ for user $u$ is either a distinguishing character or distinguishing character pair for $u$. For a
distinguishing event \( e \), we define \( \mu(u, e) = \mu_{\text{dur}}(u, e) \) and \( \sigma(u, e) = \sigma_{\text{dur}}(u, e) \) if \( e \)
denotes the distinguishing character \( c \) for \( u \), and we define \( \mu(u, e) = \mu_{\text{lat}}(u, c_1, c_2) \)
and \( \sigma(u, e) = \sigma_{\text{lat}}(u, c_1, c_2) \) if \( e \) denotes the distinguishing character pair \( (c_1, c_2) \)
for \( u \). Finally, \( t_e = t_{\text{dur}} \) if \( e \) is a distinguishing character, and \( t_e = t_{\text{lat}} \) if \( e \) is a
distinguishing character pair.

Now consider the following experiment. For a fixed number of distinguishing
features \( d \), \( 0 \leq d \leq 15 \), consider the bit string \( b \in \{0, 1\}^d \) generated by (i) choosing
a user \( u \) uniformly at random from \( U \), (ii) choosing a sequence of distinguishing
events \( e_1, \ldots, e_d \) uniformly at random (allowing repetition) from all distinguishing
events for \( u \), such that at most 7 events are distinguishing character pairs and at
most 8 are distinguishing characters, and (iii) for each \( e_i \), if \( \mu(u, e) < t_e \) then set
\( b(i) = 0 \) and otherwise set \( b(i) = 1 \). Then, computing the entropy on the distrib-
ution of \( b \) characterizes the degree of correlation among a user’s distinguishing
features for 8-character passwords. On one extreme, if all users could be partitioned
into “fast” or “slow” typists, then the entropy of this distribution would be
one, regardless of \( d \). On the other extreme, if each user types “randomly” in the
sense described above, then the entropy of this distribution is \( d \).

The entropy of this distribution based on our data, as well as the entropy of
the distributions when restricted only to 8 distinguishing characters (duration) or
7 character pairs (latency), are shown in Figure 5.1. This figure demonstrates that
though users are far from the ideal case of “random”, additional distinguishing
features do contribute entropy, at least in the range of \( d \) that we are likely to
encounter for 8-character passwords. Consequently, the job of the off-line attacker
does become more difficult as the number of distinguishing features increases.
Figure 5.1: Approximate entropy of \( d \) distinguishing features

If the results of this calculation turn out to be representative in general, as does our derived expected value of \( d \approx 0.66m \) from Section 5.8.1, then this suggests that the average user will have roughly 10 distinguishing features for an 8-character password and that these 10 distinguishing features will impose an additional multiplicative work factor of roughly \( 2^{6.39} \approx 84 \) on the off-line attacker's search for \( \text{spwd}_a \) (or \( \text{pwd}_a \)). Moreover, Figure 5.1 does not capture the full uncertainty that the attacker faces, since the attacker does not know the features that are distinguishing for any given account or even the number of distinguishing fea-
tures for that account. The data presently available to us does not permit a more precise calculation of this full uncertainty, though clearly the entropy reflected in Figure 5.1 is but one component of the uncertainty that the attacker faces.

We caution the reader that the experiment measured in Figure 5.1 is only a coarse characterization of the entropy due to distinguishing features. This is partly due to the nature of the data available to us, as already discussed. Moreover, our experiment ignores certain constraints that might affect the entropy for high values of \( d \). For example, a valid experiment for the case \( d = 15 \) would require that any two distinguishing characters \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) at adjacent positions in the password be separated by the distinguishing character pair \( (c_1, c_2) \), i.e., consisting of the same two characters. Due to insufficient data to conduct an experiment under the full set of such constraints, we have waived certain constraints here. Thus, Figure 5.1 should not be viewed as a precise characterization of entropy due to distinguishing features, but rather primarily as evidence that entropy due to distinguishing features does increase as the number of distinguishing features grows.

### 5.8.3 Reliability of Password Entry

As discussed in Section 5.7, our scheme offers additional security against an online attacker who learns \( \text{pwd}_a \) (e.g., by observing it being typed) and attempts to log into \( a \). Unless the attacker can type like the legitimate user, then the attacker will fail. However, this implies that if the legitimate user types her password abnormally, her login will also fail. Thus, it is important to empirically analyze not only the security of our scheme, but also the ability of the legitimate user to reliably log into her own account.
To measure this reliability, we split our records of user typing patterns into two groups, namely “training” data and “test” data. For each user \( u \), we computed the distinguishing characters and character pairs for that user \textit{based on the training data only}. Now consider the following experiment: For a fixed number of distinguishing features \( d \), \( 1 \leq d \leq 15 \), consider the bit strings \( b_{\text{train}}, b_{\text{test}} \in \{0, 1\}^d \) generated as follows:

1. Choose a user \( u \) uniformly at random from \( U \).

2. Choose a sequence of distinguishing events \( e_1, \ldots, e_d \) for \( u \) (allowing repetition) uniformly at random, where at most 7 are distinguishing character pairs and at most 8 are distinguishing characters.

3. For each \( e_i \), if \( \mu(u, e_i) < t_e \) then set \( b_{\text{train}}(i) = 0 \) and otherwise set \( b_{\text{train}}(i) = 1 \).

4. For each \( e_i \): If \( e_i \) is a distinguishing character \( c \), then choose an occurrence of \( u \) typing \( c \) from the test data uniformly at random and set \( b_{\text{test}}(i) = 0 \) if the duration of that occurrence was less than \( t_{\text{dur}} \) and \( b_{\text{test}}(i) = 1 \) otherwise. If \( e_i \) is a distinguishing character pair \( (c_1, c_2) \), then choose an occurrence of \( u \) typing \( (c_1, c_2) \) from the test data set uniformly at random and set \( b_{\text{test}}(i) = 0 \) if the latency of that occurrence was less than \( t_{\text{lat}} \) and \( b_{\text{test}}(i) = 1 \) otherwise.

Intuitively, when \( b_{\text{train}} = b_{\text{test}} \) in the above experiment, this corresponds to a successful login by the user, where the login attempt is generated from the test data. The fraction of cases in which \( b_{\text{train}} = b_{\text{test}} \) is shown in Figure 5.2.

As expected, Figure 5.2 shows that the reliability of password entry drops as the number of distinguishing features grows. However, even if all 15 features of an
Figure 5.2: Approximate probability of successful password entry

8-character password are distinguishing for the user, our data still suggests that each of the user’s login attempts succeeds with probability greater than $1/3$ (among those attempts in which the user types the correct password $pwd_a$ for the account $a$). That is, the expected number of login attempts before the user successfully logs in is less than 3. We thus believe that our scheme offers good reliability for user login. We reiterate that we believe our data to present a pessimistic view of our scheme, and consequently in practice, we expect that our scheme will offer even better login reliability. Moreover, login reliability can be improved by increasing
the value of $k$, at the cost of decreasing the number of distinguishing features for the average user.

5.9 Summary

Given that our scheme is at least as secure as typical password schemes in use today, perhaps the most cogent reason to not use our scheme is the risk that a user, due to some a sharp change in her typing patterns, finds herself unable to log in after repeated attempts. As discussed in Section 5.1, to minimize this risk we further recommend that our scheme be used primarily to support local (console) logins on the same keyboard, e.g., for file encryption or virtual private network access on laptops, which are frequently stolen.

In addition, an appropriate recovery channel can be established for the event that a user finds herself unable to gain access to her account $a$ after repeated attempts even though she remembers $\text{pwd}_a$. A recovery program can easily be derived from the login program described in Section 5.4: the recovery program decrypts all instruction table entries using the password $\text{pwd}_a$ (provided by the user) and then exhaustively searches to find $\text{spwd}_a$ (within time proportional to $2^m$). However, this recovery program should not simply be used as an alternative login program, since it would enable an attacker who learns $\text{pwd}_a$ to log into $a$ without having to recreate the legitimate user’s keystroke dynamics. Rather, the use of this recovery program for logging in should be under tighter controls, e.g., an administrator’s.

Another possible recovery channel is to employ a more cumbersome but more
secure technique for recovering $spwd_a$. For example, $spwd_a$ could additionally be stored encrypted under a secret passphrase that is required to be substantially longer than 8 characters, under a secret key that can be accessed only with a secure physical token, or, in case a graphical input device is available, under a key generated from a graphical password that is more secure than conventional passwords [42]. This alternative could even be made available for login under normal circumstances, so that the user can log in if she either types her shorter password with her typical keystroke dynamics, or if she can remember the more secure passphrase or graphical password, or has the required token available. However, doing so might hinder the ability of our scheme to gradually adapt to changes in the user’s typing patterns, if fewer user logins take place using our scheme.
Chapter 6

Graphical Passwords

When people choose their own keys, they generally choose poor ones.

This is not always due to poor security practices; “Barney” is easier to remember than “*9 (hH/A”—Bruce Schneider.

In this Chapter we propose and evaluate new authentication schemes that exploit features of graphical input displays to achieve better security than that of traditional schemes. Graphical input devices enable the user to decouple the position of inputs from the temporal order in which those inputs occur, and we show that this decoupling can be used to generate password schemes with substantially larger (memorable) password spaces. In order to evaluate the security of one of our schemes, we devise a novel way to capture a subset of the “memorable” passwords that, we believe, is itself a contribution.

We explore an approach to user authentication that generalizes the notion of a textual password and that, in many cases, improves the security of user authentication over that provided by textual passwords. We design and analyze graphical
passwords, which can be input by the user to any device with a graphical input interface. A graphical password serves the same purpose as a textual password, but can consist, for example, of handwritten designs (drawings), possibly in addition to text. The devices by which we are primarily motivated are personal digital assistants (PDAs) such as the Palm Pilot™, Apple Newton™, Casio Cassiopeia E-10™, and others, which allow users to provide graphics input to the device via a stylus. More generally, graphical passwords can be used whenever a graphical input device, such as a mouse, is available.

To the best of our knowledge, the notion of a graphical password is due to Blonder [12]. That work proposed a password scheme in which the user is presented with a predetermined image on a visual display and required to select one or more predetermined positions (“tap regions”) on the displayed image in a particular order to indicate his or her authorization to access the resource. Beyond this proposal, however, [12] did not further explore the power of graphical passwords or argue security for its particular proposal.

In this Chapter we considerably advance the theory and practice of graphical passwords. We take as a main criterion the need to evaluate graphical passwords’ security relative to that of textual passwords. We design two graphical password schemes that we believe to be more secure than textual passwords (and more secure than the scheme of [12]), and we employ novel analysis techniques to make this argument. Moreover, we describe our implementation of one of our graphical password schemes on the Palm Pilot™.

The graphical password schemes that we propose derive their strength from the following observation: A graphical interface for providing input enables the user to
decouple the positions of the inputs from their temporal order. This is in contrast to textual passwords input via a keyboard: here, the temporal order in which the user types characters uniquely determines their position in the password. However, in a graphical password, e.g., consisting of several drawn lines, the final position of each line can be determined independently of the temporal order in which the lines are drawn. We show that this independence between input position and order can be used to build interesting new password schemes, and in some cases obtain authentication that is convincingly stronger than textual passwords but not significantly harder to remember.

The first graphical password scheme builds directly on textual password schemes, by enhancing the input of textual passwords using graphical techniques. In this case, if we assume the same underlying distribution on the choice of the password, the graphical password is at least as strong as the textual password that underlies it, and even a conservative estimate of the variations introduced by the graphical input yields a substantial improvement in strength over the purely textual version. We propose and implement a second scheme, called “draw a secret” (DAS), which is purely graphical; the user draws a secret design (the password) on a grid. Here, to argue an improvement over textual passwords, we define a class of DAS passwords that, we believe, captures a small subset of the memorable ones. This class consists of those passwords that can be generated by a short program in a simple grid-based language. We do not argue that every memorable password has a short program to describe it, but that passwords describable by short programs are memorable. We show that even this subset of memorable DAS passwords is larger than the dictionaries of textual passwords to
which a high percentage of passwords typically belong.

Throughout this Chapter we focus on graphical passwords that are exactly repeatable by the user. This distinguishes our work from all works on graphical pattern recognition of which we are aware (see Section 6.1), where it suffices for the device to recognize an input as being sufficiently similar to—but not necessarily the same as—a previously stored input. Because pattern recognition schemes require the storage of (some representation of) the plaintext password on the device, the password is vulnerable to an attacker who captures and probes the device. In contrast, because graphical passwords are repeatable, our schemes can derive a secret key, e.g., to encrypt and decrypt files, without need to store the password on the device. This protects both the password and the encrypted content from the attacker if the device falls into the attacker’s hands.

The rest of this Chapter is outlined as follows: In Section 6.1 we overview other password schemes, and put our work in context. In Section 6.2, we present textual passwords with graphical assistance. In Section 6.3, we proceed to purely graphical passwords with a scheme called “draw-a-secret” (DAS). Section 6.3.2 shows our design and implementation of a memo pad encryption scheme based on DAS. Section 6.3.3 proposes novel ways to analyze and estimate the security of DAS and graphical passwords in general. Finally, Section 6.4 concludes.

6.1 Prior Work

There is a considerable amount of prior work on authenticating users via graphical inputs to a device, particularly handwritten signatures (see, e.g., [52, 47, 65]). None
of these works strive for exact repeatability by the user, and therefore, a model of the user’s graphical input is stored on the device and used to ascertain whether a new input is sufficiently similar to the previously-stored one to grant access. This renders it essential to protect the device’s (PDA’s) storage from probes by an attacker. In contrast, repeatability is achieved in our schemes, thereby enabling designs in which the device, if captured, is of little help to the attacker.

The techniques in this Chapter can be combined in natural ways with the those discussed in Chapter 2 for strengthening textual passwords—i.e., proactive and reactive password checking, and salting—to improve the security of graphical passwords, as well.

6.2 Textual Passwords with Graphical Assistance

In this section we present a password selection and input scheme which uses textual passwords augmented by some minimal graphical capabilities that enable the decoupling of temporal order of input and the position in which characters are input. This scheme is interesting because it simply demonstrates the power of graphical input abilities while yielding a scheme that is convincingly stronger than textual passwords are today.

We start by defining a normal, $k$-character textual password as a total function $\pi : \{1, \ldots, k\} \to \mathcal{A}$, where $\mathcal{A}$ is the set of allowed characters for the textual password. Intuitively, the domain of $\pi$ denotes the temporal order of inputs, so that the user first enters $\pi(1)$, then $\pi(2)$, and so on. That is, for a password “tomato”, we have $\pi(1) = t$, $\pi(2) = o$, $\pi(3) = m$, $\pi(4) = a$, $\pi(5) = t$, and
\( \pi(6) = 0. \)

Now suppose that the user is presented with a simple graphical input display consisting of, say, eight positions into which to enter a textual password, as illustrated in Figure 6.1. In this figure, step 0 is the initial row of blanks, and steps 1–6 indicate the temporal order in which the user fills in the blanks; i.e., \( \pi(i) \) is entered in row \( i \). The password can be placed in the “normal”, left-to-right positions as shown in Figure 6.1a. Due to the graphical nature of the input interface, however, the user could enter the password in other positions, as well. For example, Figure 6.1b shows a modification in which the user enters the password in a left-to-right manner, but starting from a different initial position than the leftmost. Figure 6.2c shows entering the password in an “outside-in” strategy. And, of course, these variations can be combined in the obvious way, as shown in Figure 6.2d.

Formally, a \( k \)-character graphical password in this scheme can be defined by a total function \( \pi' : \{1, \ldots, k\} \to A \times \{1, \ldots, m\} \), where \( m \geq k \) is the number of positions into which characters can be entered (\( m = 8 \) in Figure 6.1). If \( \pi'(i) = (c, j) \), then this means that the \( i \)-th entry (temporally) is the character \( c \) in position \( j \). A conventional textual password \( \pi \), entered in the standard left-to-right way, can be expressed in this scheme as a graphical password \( \pi' \) where \( \pi'(i) = (\pi(i), i) \). But as shown in Figure 6.2, more generally we can have variations \( \pi' \) in which \( \pi'(i) = (\pi(i), j) \) and \( i \neq j \). In fact, it is easy to see that each \( k \)-character conventional password \( \pi \) yields \( m!/(m-k)! \) graphical passwords \( \pi' \), and indeed this is the factor by which the size of the graphical password space exceeds the \( k \)-character conventional password space. This can be a relatively large number: e.g., for \( k = 8 \)
0. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
1. t _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
2. t o _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
3. t o m _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
4. t o m a _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
5. t o m a t _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
6. t o m a t o _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

(a) Left-to-right

0. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
1. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ t  
2. o _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ t  
3. o m _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ t  
4. o m a _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ t  
5. o m a t _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ t  
6. o m a t o _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ t

(b) Rotated left

Figure 6.1: Variations on inputting tomato. The word tomato can be input in the “normal” left to right manner as shown in (a). Step 0 is the initial row of blanks, and steps 1–6 indicate the temporal order in which the user fills in the blanks. In addition, however, the user can vary the position of the letters in tomato. Figure (b) demonstrates shifting the input left by one.

and \( m = 10 \), this factor is approximately \( 2 \times 10^6 \).

Of course, there are far fewer than \( 2 \times 10^6 \) variations of each 8-character password that are memorable for human users. However, it is easy to derive a convincing lower bound on the improvement this achieves over a conventional password scheme. It is conservative to assume that the \( m \) positional rotations of a password, plus perhaps a handful of others (e.g., reversal, outside-in, inside-out, evens-then-odds, odds-then-evens), and combinations thereof, are memorable, because the choices of position involved in these cases can be derived from simple algorithms.
<p>| | | | | | | | |</p>
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<tr>
<th></th>
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</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) Outside-in
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<td>_</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
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</table>

(d) A more complex example

Figure 6.2: Other strategies for inputing tomato. Figure (c) represents an outside-in input strategy, and figure (d) is the combination of (a)-(c). That are more memorable than the positions themselves. (We will return to this characteristic of memorability in the next section.) The attacker’s work load will thus be increased by a factor of at least m. An important feature of this scheme is that it is at least as strong as the initial textual password that was chosen by the user, assuming that users do not reduce the size of the space of character sequences that they choose in response to the need to remember a positional order.

There are a number of steps that we can take to make this scheme more usable. First, to maximize the ease of inputting passwords with varied position, each character should be echoed once the user places it in a position, at least with a nondescript character (e.g., “*”) but preferably with the letter itself. This is a departure from most password-input interfaces, which echo at most a nondescript.
character in order to protect the password from onlooking persons. However, for the platforms by which we are primarily motivated, i.e., hand-held PDAs such as the Palm Pilot, it is much easier to shield the screen from onlookers entirely. Going further, the interface might allow the user to first enter the password “normally” (left-to-right), and then drag each character to its final position in the desired temporal order.

Inevitably, there are numerous variations on the scheme presented here. One direction includes arranging the \( k \) input positions in some other way than a straight line (e.g., a grid), to promote other variations in position. Rather than pursuing these options here, we instead explore a purely graphical approach.

6.3 The Draw-a-Secret (DAS) Scheme

In this section we present a purely graphical password selection and input scheme, which we call “draw a secret” (DAS). In this scheme, the password is a simple picture drawn on a grid. This approach is alphabet independent, thus making it easily accessible for users speaking Chinese, Hebrew, etc. Users are freed from having to remember any kind of alphanumeric string.

The most compelling reason for exploring the use of a picture-based password scheme is that humans seem to possess a remarkable ability for recalling pictures (i.e., line drawings and real objects). The “picture effect”, that is, the effect of pictorial and object representations on a variety of measures of learning and memory has been studied for decades [16, 80, 69, 83, 14]. Cognitive scientists and psychologists have shown that there is a substantial improvement of performance in
recall and recognition with pictorial representations of to-be-remembered material than for verbal representations.

Superiority in recall of objects over words in immediate recall and over short retention intervals has been demonstrated through a number of experiments. Empirical evidence of the power of pictures over words dates back to the early 1800s; experiments performed by Calkins [16] showed the recall of words declining by 50% or more over a 72 hour retention interval, and recall of objects dropping by less than 20% over the same period. Studies exhibiting strikingly high differences in memory recall of pictures over words have since been replicated on numerous occasions [80, 83, 67, 13]. Some theories that have been proposed to explain these experimental results are outlined in Appendix 6.3.3.

6.3.1 Password Selection and Input

Consider an interface consisting of a rectangular grid of size $G \times G$. Each cell in this grid is denoted by discrete rectangular coordinates $(x, y) \in [1, \ldots, G] \times [1, \ldots, G]$. Suppose that the user is given a stylus with which she can draw a design on this grid. The drawing is then mapped to a sequence of coordinate pairs by listing the cells through which the drawing passes in the order in which it passes through them, with a distinguished coordinate pair inserted in the sequence for each “pen up” event, i.e., whenever the user lifts the stylus from the drawing surface. For example, consider the drawing in Figure 6.3. Here, the coordinate sequence generated by this drawing is

$$(2, 2), (3, 2), (3, 3), (2, 3), (2, 2), (2, 1), (5, 5)$$
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Figure 6.3: Input of a graphical password on a $4 \times 4$ grid. The drawing is mapped to a sequence of coordinate pairs by listing the cells in the order which the stylus passes through them, with a distinguished coordinate pair inserted in the sequence whenever the stylus is lifted from the drawing surface.

where $(5, 5)$ is the distinguished “pen up” indicator. If there were a second stroke in this example, then its sequence would be appended to the end of the sequence above, and similarly for subsequent strokes. In this way, we divide the space of possible drawings into equivalence classes, two drawings being equivalent if they have the same encoding, or in other words if they cross the same sequence of grid cells, with the breaks between strokes occurring in the same places.

First we give some terminology. We define the neighbors, $N(x, y)$, of a cell $(x, y)$ to be the subset of the set of cells $\{(x - 1, y), (x + 1, y), (x, y - 1), (x, y + 1)\}$ whose elements exist in the grid. We then define a stroke to be a sequence of cells $\{c_i\}$,
in which \( c_i \in \mathcal{N}_{k-1} \), and which does not contain a “pen up” event. A password is then defined to be a sequence of strokes separated by “pen up” events. The length of a stroke is the number of coordinate pairs it contains, while the total length of a password is the sum of the lengths of its component strokes (excluding the “pen up” characters).

As with the scheme of Section 6.2, this scheme is most viable if the user’s strokes are echoed as curves while they are drawn. Again we appeal to the maneuverability of the devices we are targeting (i.e., PDAs) to support the restriction that the user must shield the input display from onlookers.

Our requirement of repeatability constrains the parameters of this scheme. As long as the user’s current drawing lies in the same equivalence class as the original drawing, she has successfully repeated a chosen password. In general, this gives the user sufficient tolerance when (involuntarily) varying the drawing, provided that the cells of the grid are not too small. Indeed, this was the purpose of separating the drawings into equivalence classes to begin with. Difficulties might arise however, when the user chooses a drawing that contains strokes that pass too close to a grid-line. In those cases, the user might vary the drawing in such a way as to change the resulting sequence of coordinates. We consider the following two possibilities to address this problem: (1) The user is offered to view the internal representation, depicting the path of cells, when she chooses a password so that she can confirm which cells were actually touched by the drawing. (2) The system does not accept a drawing which contains strokes that are located “too close” to a grid line. In the implementation, described in Section 6.3.2, we offer both alternatives.
6.3.2 Application of DAS: An Encryption Tool for a PDA

Our graphical password schemes are motivated primarily by PDAs that offer graphical input capabilities. We now describe our implementation of a memo pad encryption tool for the Palm Pilot that uses a user-input graphical password to derive the encryption key. Either of the schemes of Sections 6.2 and 6.3 could be used to enter the password. Here we illustrate our tool using the DAS scheme, which we have implemented and use regularly.

In our tool, an encryption/decryption key is derived from a DAS password (i.e., its sequence of coordinates) as follows: Let $B$ be a bit string that represents the sequence of coordinates (including the unique “pen up” indicator). Let $h$ denote a cryptographic hash function, such as MD5 or SHA. The key, $k$, is defined as $h(B||P)_{128}$, where $P$ is unambiguous padding, resulting from first adding a single 1-bit and then all 0-bits so that the result is a full input block for the hash function $h$. $k$ results from, e.g., taking the first 128 bits of the output of $h$.

Our key derivation assures that two distinct coordinate sequences are transformed (with high probability) into two distinct, fixed-length keys. A standard symmetric encryption scheme $E$ with $k$ as its symmetric key is used to encrypt and decrypt data records stored on the PDA.

Key selection is as follows: the user is prompted with an empty grid to input the password design. Once the password is entered, a symmetric key $k$ is derived and a pre-defined phrase $p$ is encrypted (as $E_k(p)$) and stored on the PDA. On repeat access, the user is prompted again with the empty grid, upon which she draws the same design. A symmetric key $k'$ is derived and an attempt is made
to decrypt $E_k(p)$. If it results in $p$, then $k' = k$ and the password (and key) is accepted. The user then can proceed to encrypt/decrypt data records. $k$ is deleted from the PDA at the latest when the PDA is powered off.

An adversary who captures the PDA can presumably obtain all of the ciphertext encrypted under $k$, and since $p$ is either public or stored in plaintext on the device, the adversary has at least one known plaintext/ciphertext pair with which to attack $E$. For a strong encryption scheme $E$, however, the best bet for the attacker remains to guess the original password, which, as we will show in Section 6.3.3, on average is likely to be much harder than if the attacker were faced with attacking a textual password.

We implemented the DAS scheme on the Palm Pilot and use it regularly to encrypt/decrypted information on our PDAs. The Pilot is based on the Palm operating system that is integrated with the Graffiti writing technology. The Palm OS supports a very natural form of data input, and as such, provides an ideal platform for implementing the DAS scheme.

The interface for our DAS implementation is shown in Figure 6.4. Our application shares the database of the memopad application, and allows a user to encrypt/decrypt records in the database based on a user specified drawing. Our implementation conforms to the methodology outlined in Section 6.3.2, with SHA-1 as the cryptographic hash function and 3DES (based on Ian Goldberg’s crypto library for his port of SSLeay for the Pilot. See http://www.isaac.cs.berkeley.edu/pilot) as the symmetric encryption scheme.
6.3.3 Security of the DAS Password Scheme

We define the information content of a password space as the entropy of the probability distribution over that space given by the relative frequencies of the passwords that users actually choose. Information content is the correct measure for describing difficulty of attack, since it determines the optimal choices to be made when trying different possibilities for a password.

High information content renders a password scheme more or less invulnerable. For example, if users did in fact choose passwords uniformly from the space of all textual passwords, successful attacks would be extremely unlikely. What is it that renders such attacks successful in practice? There are two factors. The first is that in reality users do not choose their passwords uniformly. If we assume that the data collected in Klein's study [45] is representative of the general population, then users in fact use only $10^{-8}$ of the possible passwords 25% of the time. Such a distribution is highly peaked, and the information content of the textual password space is correspondingly reduced.

However, the fact that users do not pick passwords uniformly is in itself not sufficient to make password guessing attacks successful. The second factor that renders textual passwords vulnerable is that the attacker has significant knowledge of the distribution of user passwords, and can use that knowledge to her advantage. In the case of textual passwords, this knowledge includes information about specific peaks in the distribution (users often choose passwords based on their own name), and information about gross properties (words in the English dictionary are likely to be chosen). Without information about the distribution, an attacker would be
no better off than if users were in fact choosing uniformly.

Due to the dependence of the security of a scheme on the passwords that users choose in practice, a new password scheme cannot be proven better than an old scheme. Performing trials on subjects in order to learn the distribution of user passwords for a new scheme is impractical for such large sample spaces. In the case of textual passwords, learning the knowledge that attackers routinely use would correspond to trying to learn the English dictionary (among others) given no prior knowledge of the types of letter combinations used in English, by having subjects type in 8-character passwords. In the absence of such objective proof, we present three plausibility arguments that suggest that the DAS scheme is considerably harder to crack than the conventional textual scheme. Two of these are estimates of the information content of the DAS password space, and hence address why textual passwords are vulnerable to attack in practice. The third argument discusses the effect that lack of knowledge of the distribution of user choices has on an attacker and the likelihood that such lack of information can be used in a deliberate and constructive manner to attack a password scheme.

The Size of the Password Space

First we consider the raw size of the password space, or in other words, its information content assuming users are equally likely to pick any element as their password. The raw size is an upper bound on the information content of the distribution that users choose in practice. We need some way to delimit the password space in order to obtain a finite answer, or in probabilistic terms, a way to ascribe probability zero to an infinite subset of passwords, leaving a finite subset which
we will count. We will assume that all passwords of total length (as defined in Section 6.3.1) greater than some fixed value have probability zero. We compute the size $\Pi(L_{\max}, G)$ of the space of passwords of total length less than or equal to $L_{\max}$ on a grid of size $G \times G$. $\Pi$ is defined in terms of the number of passwords with total length equal to $L$, $P(L, G)$ by:

$$\Pi(L_{\max}, G) = \sum_{L=1}^{L_{\max}} P(L, G)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.1)

In turn, $P(L, G)$ can be defined in terms of $N(l, G)$, the number of strokes of length equal to $l$ by:

$$P(L, G) = \sum_{l=1}^{L} P(L - l, G) N(l, G)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.2)

In words, the above equation says that a new stroke of length $l$ may be added to any shorter password of length $L - l$ to make a password of total length $L$. By defining $P(0, G) = 1$, we complete the definition of the recurrence, once we have given an expression for $N(l, G)$.

The following recurrence relation defines $N(l, G)$. Let $n(x, y, l, G)$ be the number of strokes of length $l$ ending at the cell $(x, y)$ in a grid of size $G \times G$. Then $N$ can be defined in terms of $n$ by

$$N(l, G) = \sum_{(x,y) \in [1,\ldots,G] \times [1,\ldots,G]} n(x, y, l, G)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.3)

Clearly, $\forall (x, y) \in [1, \ldots, G] \times [1, \ldots, G] \; (n(x, y, 1, G) = 1)$. Moreover, it is convenient to define $n$ at the “boundaries” of the grid as follows:

$$n(0, y, l, G) = n(x, 0, l, G) = n(G + 1, y, l, G) = n(x, G + 1, l, G) = 0$$
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The function $n$ can then be evaluated using the following recurrence:

$$n(x, y, l, G) = n(x - 1, y, l - 1, G) + n(x + 1, y, l - 1, G)$$

$$+ n(x, y - 1, l - 1, G) + n(x, y + 1, l - 1, G)$$

Putting the pieces together, we can calculate the size of the password space. The results for different upper bounds on total password length on a $5 \times 5$ grid are given in Table 6.1.

**Table 6.1:** Number of passwords of total length less than or equal to $L_{\text{max}}$ on a $5 \times 5$ grid.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$L_{\text{max}}$</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\log_2(# \text{ passwords})$</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$L_{\text{max}}$</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>17</th>
<th>18</th>
<th>19</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\log_2(# \text{ passwords})$</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data in Table 6.1 shows that the raw size of the graphical password space surpasses that of textual passwords for reasonable password configurations. While these numbers are encouraging, in practice not all graphical passwords are equally likely to be chosen by users, rendering a uniform distribution overly optimistic. For example, although the number of passwords of length greater than or equal to 12 is already greater than the number of textual passwords of 8 characters or less constructed from the printable ASCII codes ($95^8 \approx 2^{53}$), this includes all possible combinations of twelve isolated dots.

In order to obtain a more realistic estimate of the information content, in the
following section we suggest a model in which we characterize passwords as being “memorable” in terms of the programs which generate them.

**Modeling User Choice**

We assume that the reason that users choose from such a small subset of textual passwords is that the passwords in that set are more memorable than those outside it. That lack of imagination on the part of the user is not the cause for the lack of variety is supported by the fact that system-generated passwords have been so unsuccessful [7]. By making the same assumption about DAS passwords, we can “reduce” our task to that of modeling the set of “memorable” graphical passwords. If we can show that this set, or some subset of it, has cardinality larger than the dictionary of textual passwords from which users typically choose, we can plausibly claim that as far as information content goes, DAS is more secure than conventional textual password schemes. Here, we identify two such subsets using different criteria of memorability, and show that the cardinalities of these sets do indeed satisfy the above criterion.

What constitutes a memorable password? In the textual case, one obvious component is semantic content. If the sequence of characters has a meaning for the user, the password is more likely to be memorable [58, 80, 13]. This semantic definition is extremely hard, if not impossible, to characterize in the abstract. It is only because the semantic content of many character combinations has been established by the common use of a written language that we can talk about such content at all. In the DAS scheme, there are obvious password components that have meaning, but it is impossible *a priori* to identify exactly which passwords
will have semantic content, and to how many users, precisely because it is not a representation with meanings established by common use.

**Memorability based on simple shapes**  The first set of “memorable” passwords that we define is a subset of those passwords that might reasonably be expected to carry meaning. We look at all strokes in the form of rectangles, and show that by combining two such strokes, we already reach the size of the dictionaries used to crack textual schemes. To be more precise, consider the set of rectangles within a $G \times G$ grid. Since a rectangle can be defined by two rows (the top and bottom edges of the rectangle) and two columns (the left and right edges), it is clear that the number $R(G)$ of rectangles on a $G \times G$ grid is

$$R(G) = \left(\frac{G}{2}\right)^2 = \frac{1}{4} G^2 (G - 1)^2 \quad (6.4)$$

Each of these rectangles can be generated in many ways. For example, the starting point of a stroke can be at any of the corners, and the stroke direction can be clockwise or counter-clockwise. This yields 8 possibilities for each rectangle. In addition, one can choose whether to close the rectangle by returning to the starting cell or not, again doubling the possibilities. On a $5 \times 5$ grid, this amounts to 1600 possible strokes. Two such strokes in succession gives $2.56 \times 10^6$ passwords, already roughly the size of the textual dictionary that contained the passwords of 25% of users in Klein’s study [45]. Clearly we can generate a much larger set of passwords by considering variations on the theme of rectangles, or by considering other Gestalt forms [88].
A Picture is Worth a Thousand Words  Our “draw-a-secret” scheme is motivated by the experimentally-proven fact that pictures are easier to remember than words. Why are pictures easier to recall? Four hypotheses have been offered as explanations of picture-word differences in recall:

- Common-code theory: this view of memory and recall theorizes that pictures and words access semantic information in a single conceptual system that is neither word-like or picture-like. This theory hypothesizes that pictures and words both require analogous processing before accessing semantic information, but pictures require less time than words for accessing the common conceptual system. Common-code theorists attribute better picture recall to differences in the encoding of pictures and words: pictures share fewer common perceptual features among themselves and therefore need to be discriminated from a smaller set of possible alternatives than words. The greater number of dictionary meanings or the greater lexical complexity of words create uncertainty and confusion, and hence poorer recall.

- Dual-code theory: unlike the common-code approach, this theory postulates that language and knowledge of worlds are represented in functionally distinct verbal and nonverbal memory systems. The verbal system is specialized for dealing with linguistic information whereas the non-verbal stores perceptual information. The most evident examples of dual process theory can be found in experiences that we have all had at some time or the other: we meet someone, know that person to be familiar but do not know who they are; we recognize a melody, but fail to remember its name or when or where we heard
it before; we read a line of a poem, know it, but do not know where we have read it before, much less the title or author of the poem. In all these cases, we experience a sense of familiarity, but have—at least at first—no access to any contextual or conceptual information [57].

Dual code theory suggests that there are qualitative differences between the ways words and pictures are processed during memory and hypothesizes that the reason for superior picture memory is that pictures automatically engage multiple representations and associations with other knowledge about the world, thus encouraging a more elaborate encoding than occurs with words [69, 70].

- Abstract-propositional theory: in contrast to the dual-code approach, this theory rejects any notion of sophisticated distinctions between verbal and nonverbal modes of representation, but instead describes representations of experience or knowledge in terms of an abstract set of relations and states, called propositions. This theory postulates that better free recall with pictures may be due to even more elaborative encoding effects than those suggested by dual-code theorists. Propositional theorists view the involvement of abstractive and interpretive processes in picture memory as the explanation for the picture effect [54]. Therefore, a series of line drawings will be poorly remembered if a subject is unable to interpret the drawings in a meaningful way, whereas memory for the same drawings, presented in the same way will be much better if a conceptual interpretation is provided, and it this interpretive process which is responsible for better picture memory recall.
While the strongest evidence thus far for the picture effect can be best explained by dual-code theory (see [57]), an understanding of picture memory and the means by which we acquire and maintain information about the visual environment is still an ongoing challenge. Nonetheless, the research to date provides strong arguments in terms of the memorability of drawings over words in recognition tasks and hence its applicability to computer security.

**Memorability based on short algorithms** The second set of passwords that we describe is suggested by the discussion of text-based graphical passwords in Section 6.2, which pointed toward a different definition of memorability. There, a memorable sequence of positions seemed characterized by the fact that there existed a short algorithm to describe the sequence. It is this definition of memorable that we wish to apply here, since it can be characterized in precise terms. We do not argue that every memorable password has a short algorithm to describe it, but that passwords describable by short algorithms are memorable. We will show that the cardinality of this subset of memorable passwords is already larger than the dictionary of character sequences from which users most often draw their passwords, and that therefore, following the argument above, the DAS password scheme should be harder to crack in practice than the conventional textual scheme.

In order to characterize the complexity of the algorithm required to generate a DAS password, we define a very simple language suited to the task of describing DAS passwords. Then, we generate all programs in this language whose complexity is at most a chosen maximum. In order to avoid counting different programs that produce the same password twice, we then execute the generated programs to
output the passwords, which are then bucketed, and distinct passwords counted. The result is the number of DAS passwords generated by programs of complexity at most the chosen maximum.

Before describing the results of this endeavor, we give some details of the language in which we generated the programs. The grammar of the language is as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{program} & \rightarrow \text{digit \ digit \ block} \\
\text{block} & \rightarrow \text{statement \ block} \\
\text{statement} & \rightarrow \text{instr} \mid \text{repeat \ digit \ block \ end} \\
\text{instr} & \rightarrow \text{up} \mid \text{down} \mid \text{right} \mid \text{left} \mid \text{penup} \mid \text{pendown} \\
\text{digit} & \rightarrow 1 \mid 2 \mid 3 \mid 4 \mid 5
\end{align*}
\]

The first two digits represent a starting position. The instructions \text{up}, \text{down}, \text{left}, and \text{right} move the pen one square in the indicated direction. If the pen is currently in the down position, then moving in the specific direction will draw a line. Otherwise, the direction statement will merely move the pen location. The pen begins in the up position. The \text{repeat} statement is our iterator. We allow digit values up to the number of grid squares on each axis (i.e., 5 on a $5 \times 5$ grid) to indicate the number of repetitions, although in principle a password consisting of more than 5 repetitions of something on a $5 \times 5$ grid are possible (e.g., ten dots in the same position).

To calculate the complexity for a given program, we assign a complexity to each

---

\[1\text{Those readers old enough to remember the APPLE II will recognize that our language bears a striking resemblance to Turtle Graphics, the children's language based on LOGO (see, e.g., [1]).}\]
literal in our language. We assign every statement and digit complexity one, except for the end marker, which has complexity zero. This means that repeat loops have a complexity of two (one for the repeat statement, and one for the integer indicating the number of repetitions) plus the complexity of the repeated block. In addition, the last penUp statement of a program is assigned a complexity of zero (lifting one’s pen from the surface at the end of entering a password is difficult to forget). So, for example, there are no programs of complexity only two, since the integers describing the starting position of the program already consume a complexity of two without allowing any penDown statements. The first complexity of which there are any programs is three—the two digits describing the initial starting position, followed by a penDown—and the passwords generated by programs of complexity three are simply those consisting of a single tap on one of the grid squares. Note that our complexity calculations for programs are very conservative, in the sense that even pen movements between strokes (i.e., while the pen is raised) are counted in the complexity of a program.

The results of using the above described procedure for counting the number of DAS passwords of a given complexity on a 5 × 5 grid are shown in Figure 6.2. As expected, this data shows that the number of DAS passwords grows exponentially as a function of the maximum complexity of the program. What is more interesting, however, is that by extrapolation\(^2\) we see that the number of DAS passwords generated by programs of only complexity 12 far surpasses the dictionary size of

\(^2\)Calculating the exact number of memorable graphical passwords, as defined by our language, for complexities greater than 10 requires significantly more computational resources (and time) than we have available to us. An attacker wishing to build any such database will face similar difficulties.
approximately $3 \times 10^6$ used in Klein’s password-cracking studies [45]. As a point of comparison, even just tracing the outermost cells of a $5 \times 5$ grid to make a square already requires a program of complexity at least fifteen in our simple language. And, obviously this design and many other, more complex ones will fall in the realm of memorable for most users. We believe that this is compelling evidence that DAS passwords, of which those generated by programs of complexity at most twelve are but a very small subset, will be significantly harder to crack in practice than textual passwords.

Table 6.2: Number of DAS passwords generated by programs of short complexity on a $5 \times 5$ grid.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complexity</th>
<th>Passwords</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1,645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7,370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>34,026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>165,760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>614,660</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lack of Knowledge of the Distribution

Given the size of typical password spaces, knowledge of the distribution of user passwords is essential to an adversary. Without such knowledge the adversary has no way of directing her search toward more probable passwords, and is no better off than if users really did pick their passwords uniformly from the set of possibilities [18].

Where did the knowledge of the distribution come from in the case of textual passwords? For the most part, dictionaries have been compiled by using reasonable assumptions about likely choices. The assumptions stem from the use of a shared language, and shared knowledge of the semantic content of words. For example, in the work of Klein [45] the sources for likely passwords included the St. James Bible, the UNIX dictionary, and many other sources of English words that were available to the author precisely because they are a part of our language. If these assumptions had turned out to be incorrect, textual password schemes would be extremely difficult to break in practice.

The assumptions made about likely password choices are strongly confirmed by Klein’s work, and by successful attacks on textual passwords, but confirmation of pre-existing dictionaries is not the same as deriving a dictionary in the first place by learning from example without prior knowledge. In the case of textual passwords, this would mean learning the English dictionary (or some equivalent corpus of words) by collecting user passwords. This would involve acquiring millions of verified passwords, and, as such, represents a significant challenge for a would-be adversary.
In the case of the DAS scheme, similar reasonable assumptions about user choice do not exist. Furthermore, the learning task is made even more difficult by two factors. First, arguments 1 and 2 suggest that both the space of passwords and the space of likely user choices are considerably larger than for textual passwords. Second, the platform that we are targeting, PDAs, renders the task of data collection much harder than on, e.g., networked computers.

6.3.4 Summary

The above arguments do not prove that graphical password schemes are more secure than traditional textual schemes. In fact, as we have argued, such a proof is impossible. Nevertheless, taken together they provide convincing evidence that this would indeed be the case.

6.4 Conclusions

We have presented graphical password schemes that achieve better security than conventional textual based passwords alternatives. Our approaches exploit the input capabilities of graphical devices that allow us to decouple the position of inputs from the temporal order in which they occur. We presented arguments for the security of our schemes in which we analyzed the information content of the resulting password spaces. We also presented a novel approach for capturing the memorability of graphical passwords by examining the class of DAS passwords generated by short programs in a simple grid-based language, and showed that even this relatively small subset of graphical passwords (for some fixed program
complexity) constitutes a much larger password space than the dictionaries of textual passwords to which a high percentage of passwords typically belong.

We have been using our DAS-based memo pad encryption on the Palm Pilot for a few months and we are quite happy with its ease-of-use. We hope to initiate some user studies to collect further feedback on (1) user acceptance and (2) their choices of passwords.
Figure 6.4: A password is created by drawing the secret on the display as shown in (a). Both the internal representation of the input password showing the cells covered by the user’s drawing and the derived key are depicted in (b) and (c) respectively. To apply a symmetric cryptographic function to records in the database (shown in (d)), the user selects the records and then re-inputs the DAS password. If the encryption of a known clear-text with the input password matches the stored ciphertext created during initialization, then the symmetric cryptographic routine, $E_k(x)$, is applied to the selected records. Otherwise, the user is prompted to re-enter the DAS secret.
Figure 6.5: Example DAS passwords and the shortest programs that generate them are shown above. The complexities are 24 and 26 respectively.
Chapter 7

Summary

We presented techniques for strengthening the security of password-based authentication. Specifically, we introduced a novel approach for improving the security of password-based authentication that exploits patterns in a user’s normal typing rhythm as she inputs her password to the login device. Our technique enables the generation of a long-term secret (that is significantly larger than the password itself) that has many potential uses, e.g., file encryption. Our method increases substantially the time for an off-line attacker to exhaustively search for this secret (or the password itself) and, where appropriate, can be used in conjunction with other techniques, such as salting, to slow the attacker even further.

In addition, our approach improves security against an on-line attacker who learns a user’s password (e.g., by observing it being typed) and attempts to log in as the legitimate user. Unless the attacker can mimic the keystroke behavior of the legitimate user—which [48, 49, 39, 4, 43, 6, 15, 55, 2, 61, 75] suggest is unlikely—the attempted login will fail.

We have also shown that our technique for improving the security of password-
based authentication is viable in other ways:

- It adapts to gradual changes in a user’s typing pattern over time, while generating the same long-term secret across logins. Since we use a behavioral characteristic as part of the process of corroborating a user’s identity, adapting to changes in typing behavior is important because as a user becomes more familiar with her password, her typing patterns will change over time.

- It allows for control of error probabilities. A trade-off between security and usability can be met by adjusting the number of standard deviations away from the mean typing value for feature instances used in calculating a user’s set of distinguishing features. Increasing this system parameter makes it easier for a legitimate user to log in reliably to her account, but it also increases the probability of success for an on-line attacker.

- It is usable in practice. Using empirical analysis of user keystroke data we showed that our scheme is easy to use by the average user. There remains a risk in our scheme that due to a sudden shift in typing behavior, a user will be unable to log into her account. We discussed a number of recovery mechanisms for this event. To minimize this risk we suggest that our technique be restricted to local logins using the same keyboard.

In addition, we presented an alternative approach to user authentication that is based on exploiting the input capabilities of graphical devices such as Personal Digital Assistants. We presented two graphical authentication schemes that are more secure than traditional approaches, and used novel analysis techniques to make this argument. The first graphical password scheme presented builds di-
rectly on textual password schemes, by enhancing the input of textual passwords using graphical techniques. We showed that even a conservative estimate of the variations introduced by the graphical input yields a substantial improvement in strength over the purely textual version.

The second scheme presented is based on a purely graphical approach called Draw-a-Secret (DAS), in which a user’s password consist of line drawings on a rectangular grid. To reason about improvements in security over textual passwords, we defined a class of graphical passwords that, plausibly, are memorable for users. We considered the class of passwords that can be generated by a short program in a simple grid language and showed that even the set of DAS passwords generated by very short programs already has cardinality larger than the dictionaries used to crack a high percentage of the textual passwords chosen by users.

7.1 Future Directions

A possible direction for future work is to pursue a more thorough analysis of the security improvements offered by the techniques presented herein. In particular, although the technique presented for strengthening the security of password-based authentication is provably at least as secure as conventional password-based authentication, we believe that the data used in our empirical analysis was not particularly well-suited to analyzing our scheme. We believe the results of our analysis to be pessimistic and therefore an interesting direction of future work is to conduct more targeted studies to see if they yield more optimistic results than the (already positive) results of Section 5.8. We conjecture that this will indeed be the case.
With regard to our work on graphical passwords, different schemes for modeling the memorability of DAS passwords can be explored. For example, a model that captures high-level structure more intuitively than our current models may lead to a better understanding of the difficulties that an off-line attacker would face. Here, the idea would be to capture the concept of organized drawings, in which the view of an entire object is more than just the sum of the individual parts that constitute it—one can view a square as an object in itself and not simply as an arrangement of the individual lines from which it is composed. In this way, it is possible to define a set of primitive structures from which all memorable drawings can be derived using meta-level compositions of these primitives. We hypothesize that even a reduced set of DAS passwords (for some reasonable number of primitives) will constitute a much larger space than that of textual-based passwords, and as such, will be significantly harder to crack in practice.

Finally, we note that though we presented our technique for strengthening the security of password-based authentication in the context of keystroke dynamics, other biometric information could obviously be used in place of (or in addition to) keystroke durations and latencies. Graphical input displays supporting handwritten character recognition, e.g., as offered by the Palm Pilot, offer a wealth of possibilities, where handwriting dynamics such as slant of characters and speed of writing could be used in conjunction with the techniques presented herein.
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Password-based authentication is the dominant mechanism for verifying the identity of computer users, even though it is well known that people frequently choose passwords that are vulnerable to dictionary attacks. This dissertation addresses the issue of improving the security of password-based authentication, and presents authentication techniques that are more secure than traditional approaches against off-line attacks.

We present a technique for strengthening the security of a textual password by augmenting it with biometric information such as the duration and latency of keystrokes during entry of the password. Thereby, both the password and the user’s typing pattern are used to corroborate the user’s identity. The technique presented adapts to gradual changes in a user’s typing pattern while maintaining the same strengthened password across multiple authenticated sessions. Moreover, our technique does not reveal which of a user’s keystroke features are used to generate the corresponding strengthened password. This knowledge is hidden even from an attacker who captures all the system information used by the authentication server, and we show that our technique increases significantly the amount of work such an attacker must perform.
Additionally, we present an alternative technique for user authentication which exploits features of graphical input devices. We propose and evaluate *graphical passwords*, which serve the same purpose as textual passwords, but consist of handwritten drawings, possibly in addition to text. Graphical passwords derive their strength from the fact that graphical input devices allow one to decouple the positions of inputs from the temporal order in which these inputs occur. We use this independence to build new password-based authentication schemes that are convincingly stronger than conventional methods.